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CALL FOR ARTICLES 

We welcome manuscripts of 10-20 pages on topics related to basic writing, broadly 
interpreted. 

Manuscripts will be refereed anonymously. We require five copies of a manu
script and an abstract of about 100 words. To assure impartial review, give author 
information and a short biographical note for publication on the cover page only. Pa
pers which are accepted will eventually have to supply camera-ready copy for all an
cillary material (tables, charts, etc.). One copy of each manuscript not accepted for pub
lication will be returned to the author, if we receive sufficient stamps (no meter strips) 
clipped to a self-addressed envelope. Submissions should follow current MLA guide
lines. 

All manuscn"pts must focus clearly on basic wnh"ng and must add substantively to the 
existing literature. We seek manuscripts that are original, stimulating, well-grounded in 
theory, and clearly related to practice. Work that reiterates what is known or work 
previously published will not be considered. 

We invite authors to write about such matters as classroom practices in relation to 
basic writing theory; cognitive and rhetorical theories and their relation to basic writ
ing, social, psychological, and cultural implications of literacy; discourse theory, gram
mar, spelling, and error analysis; linguistics; computers and new technologies in basic 
writing; English as a second language; assessment and evaluation; writing center prac
tices; teaching logs and the development of new methodologies; and cross-disciplin
ary studies combining basic writing with psychology, anthropology, journalism, and 
art. We publish observational studies as well as theoretical discussions on relation
ships between basic writing and reading, or the study of literature, or speech, or listen
ing. The term "basic writer" is used with wide diversity today, sometimes referring to 
a student from a highly oral tradition with little experience in writing academic dis
course, and sometimes referring to a student whose academic writing is fluent but 
otherwise deficient. To help readers therefore, authors should describe clearly the stu
dent population which they are discussing. 

We particularly encourage a vanetyof manuscripts: speculative discussions which 
venture fresh interpretations; essays which draw heavily on student writing as sup
portive evidence for new observations; research reports, written in nontechnical lan
guage, which offer observations previously unknown or unsubstantiated; and collabo
rative writings which provocatively debate more than one side of a central contro
versy. 



EDITORS' COLUMN 

Community is a contested word in this issue, but it has also re
vealed unsuspected resonances and vulnerabilities to us here in New 
York City since September 11th

• Sorry for the lateness of the issue, we 
have other reasons for wanting to invoke what has happened, yet we 
also know the new convention of simply citing the date obscures the 
fact that it was not just an event but a catalyst for a chain of changes 
that continues to unwind. We are not interested in listing disruptions. 
It's just that, even now, we can't imagine beginning this column with
out acknowledging what happened at the beginning of this academic 
year - and continues happening in consequence. May we all experi
ence more safety and sanity in the future than we have in the recent 
past. 

But back to the issue. We lead off with some pieces that represent 
an interesting departure for us (and most journals). Aware that, in Jo
seph Harris and Mark Wiley, we had two authors writing on different 
sides of an issue - the idea of "community" - we encouraged them 
to engage each other even as they were preparing the versions of their 
work they would publish. Invited by us to offer up a version of a con
ference keynote that was still notes for a talk, not yet the paper it has 
since become, Joseph Harris was able to read Mark Wiley's piece and 
respond to it as he was preparing his final version - something he 
notes as he begins "Beyond Community: From the Social to the Mate
rial." Mark's "Rehabilitating the 'Idea of Community,"' already re
viewed and revised, was in its final version at this point, so he elected 
to do a separate, short piece as a response to Joe's work. Needless to 
say, we're very glad that another medium, e-mail, allowed two con
tributors to have a kind of dialogue while developing and presenting 
their views. 

E-mail made another contribution to this issue, in a way. A new
listserv - Teaching_Basic_Writing - has been set up, moderated by 
Laura Gray-Rosendale (a past /BW contributor) and sponsored by 
McGraw Hill; its modus operandi is to invite experts to publish over
view statements on particular areas of interest, then lead a discussion 
of these on the list. Tom Reynolds' piece on training BW teachers be
came the basis for his article "Training Basic Writing Teachers: Institu
tional Considerations" (where you'll find information on the TBW list 
as well). It may be due to its point of origin (though we also know Tom 
well enough to know it is characteristic of him) that the article does not 
presume to deliver answers but, instead, elects to pose provocative 
and useful questions, questions that direct our attention to our own 
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institution-specific goals and contexts, our own enabling and dis
abling constraints, our own (dare we use the word?) communities. 

Speaking of which, Donald McCrary, in "Speaking in Tongues: 
Using Womanist Sermons as Intra-Cultural Rhetoric in the Writing 
Classroom," shows how consideration of the kind of discourse that 
conjures community can help to interpenetrate circumscribed ven
ues of language use. With a rich offering of examples, not least of all 
ones drawn from his own classroom, Don shows us a compelling 
paradox: that making boundaries visible grants them a kind of trans
parency; acknowledging the walls of the classroom and what they 
shut out, he finds, can sometimes make us and our students that 
much more able to see beyond them. 

Another piece rich in classroom-based examples, used in a way 
we found especially appealing, is Anmarie Eves-Bowden's "What 
Basic Writers Think about Writing." Her own classroom-based re
search is nested in an account of what a new teacher (and a new
comer to the field) has had to learn about basic writing, and what 
(with its help) she thinks her students need of that new knowledge. 
We may sometimes think too much about the field as so much ground 
covered, forgetting that it is, for each individual who comes to it, 
terra incognita to be rediscovered again and again. Here the schol
arship is not simply reviewed but tested against the hard facts of the 
classroom: not just what the scholars (and one teacher) think the 
students need but also what the students think. 

Finally, there is Trudy Smoke's valedictory piece. Here we must 
drop the editorial we, so that one of us, the other editor, can refer to 
this exemplary fosterer of scholarship and publication in the third
person. As Trudy prepares to step away from JBW after more than 
half a decade as co-editor, she takes an opportunity to reflect, but 
she is due some reflection about her as well. The role of editor is 
necessarily an exercise in self-effacement: an editor knows her work 
to be successful precisely to the degree it is invisible. But take it from 
one who knows: the hours Trudy invested in JBW are way beyond 
reckoning - invaluable to the journal as well as countless - while 
her patience and energy seem still more boundless. During a time 
when the enterprise of basic writing was increasingly under attack, 
wracked by controversy and contention (especially from without), 
she kept the keel of JBWeven and steady, dedicating herself in par
ticular to showing the world just how thoughtful and insightful the 
practitioners and scholars who submitted work to this journal are. 

The contributors to this issue are clearly cases in point, as we 
trust you will find. 

-- George Otte and Trudy Smoke 
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Joseph Harris 

BEYOND COMMUNITY: 

FROM THE SOCIAL TO 

THE MATERIAL 

ABSTRACT: This revised version of a talk given at the 2001 meeting of the CUNY Association 
ofWnfing Superoisors continues a line of thinking in A Teaching Subject: Composition Since 
1966 (Prentice, 1997), which offered a cnfique of current use of metaphors of community in 
teaching wnfing as both utopian and confining. This essay suggests a/female ways of imagining 
wrih'ng and teaching as taking place r'n more open, contested, and heteroglot spaces, proposr'ng 
three counter-concepts to community: public, material, and circulation. 

I write this essay in response to a series of invitations to recon
sider work I have done on the uses and limits of the idea of commu
nity in teaching writing. The first came from Caroline Pari, who in
vited me to speak in the fall of 2001 to the 25th annual meeting of the 
CUNY Association of Writing Supervisors (CAWS) on the theme of 
"Redefining Community." I said yes, glad of the chance to meet with a 
group that has influenced the teaching of writing since the days of 
Mina Shaughnessy- and, of course, unaware of how charged the con
cept of community would become in New York in the weeks after Sep
tember 11th

• The second came from George Otte, who asked me at the
CAWS conference if I would prepare a version of my remarks for this 
issue, and who mentioned that Mark Wiley was writing an essay for 
/BWon "Rehabilitating Community" that responded to my work. And 
the third then came from Mark Wiley, who graciously allowed me to 
read his essay as I was writing this. 

I mention these invitations both for the chance to thank Caroline, 
George, and Mark, and because I hope that situating my comments in 
this way will help me make my central point-which is that we need 
to be skeptical of terms for social groupings like community which valo
rize what they claim merely to describe while at the same time aware 
of how much of what we think, write, and teach is shaped by the mate-

Joseph Harris directs the Center far Teachr'ng, Leaming, and Wnfing at Duke University (/Jiip;/ 
/www.ctlw.duke.edu). where he also teaches courses r'n composih'on, popular culture, literature 
and social class, and the teachr'ng of wn'h'ng. He has wn'tten on the history of composih'on in A 

Teaching Subject (Prenh'ce 1997) and on reforming labor practices r'n wn'h'ng programs r'n 
"Meet the New Boss, Same as the Old Boss: Class Consciousness r'n Composition" (CCC 2000). 
From 1994-99, Harn'salsoeditedCCC 
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rial circumstances of our work. Along with the rest of the world, I 
watched first in horror at the events of September 11th and then in awe 
as the citizens of New York City turned to help their neighbors with 
extraordinary courage and generosity. Having done so, I was not go
ing to lecture on the meaning of community to a group of New York
ers a few weeks later. And yet I had been invited to say something 
about the social contexts of the teaching of writing, and I have never 
lost my uneasiness with the use of metaphors of acculturation or con
version, of moving from one community to another, to describe learn
ing. The academy imagined as a series of gated intellectual communi
ties, bounded by disciplinary norms and checkpoints, seems to me to 
have little to offer students and teachers of writing, for reasons I offer 
in the closing chapters of A Teaching Subject and which Mark Wiley 
summarizes nicely in his essay. But what I perhaps fail to do very well 
in that book is to move beyond critique, to offer alternatives to meta
phors of community. How can we talk about writing and teaching as 
social practices without resort to metaphors of consensus and enclo
sure? My sense is that we need a change in idiom. I would thus like to 
bring forward here a set of terms that I think can help us imagine our 
work as teachers as taking place not within the bounded and familiar 
space of a disciplinary community but in more open, contested, and 
heteroglot spheres of discourse. Those terms are pub/it; material, and 
circulation. 

But let me make two quick disclaimers: First, I claim no original
ity in offering these concepts as alternatives to community. I will try 
instead to show that all three are now emerging as generative ideas in 
our field. And, second, I have no desire to argue over semantics. The 
program that Mark Wiley describes in "Rehabilitating the Idea of Com
munity" seems a powerful, tactical response to the problem of how to 
reach out to students at his college who feel alienated from academic 
work. The last thing I would want to do as a theorist is to get in the 
way of such efforts. What Mark's essay helps me understand better
and so, I hope, to clarify here- are my own impulses in arguing against 
an easy reliance on the idea of community. When I began to think and 
write about community, I did so out of a strong sense of kinship with 
scholars like Richard Hoggart and Richard Rodriguez-who had both 
written eloquently about the sense of loss that can haunt working-class 
youths when they find themselves newly schooled as part of the pro
fessional, middle class. I wanted (and still want) to argue for a mode of 
teaching that resists the fusing of social values with the acquiring of 
critical skills, and so was (and am still) wary of invitations to join a 
"community" of middle-class professionals. My objection has thus al
ways been to imagine the goal of intellectual work as agreement or 
team play, rather than as dissent or argument. But I have never meant 
to suggest that the classroom or college should be a tense, indifferent, 
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or combative place. On the contrary, my experience has been that for 
people to work through their intellectual disagreements in a serious 
and sustained way, they need to feel at ease with one another-not as 
members of some abstract, organic, disciplinary community, but sim
ply as interlocutors who have agreed to hear each other out at this 
time and in this place. This seems very much the aim of the Learning 
Alliance that Mark Wiley describes- to create a social network that 
encourages students not simply to absorb but also to talk and argue 
together about the ideas they encounter in their classes. If that is what 
community means, then I'm all for it. But I would continue to insist 
that our job is not to initiate students into a discrete world we think of 
ourselves as already inhabiting-to induct them, that is, as members 
of our disciplines and professions- but rather to help them find ways 
to use the texts, practices, and ideas we have to offer in discussing 
issues that matter to them. 

Public 

If the teaching of college writing once made a kind of comfort
able sense that it no longer does, then it is not hard to see why. For the 
most part, the faculty of the l91h century American college knew ex
actly who their students were and what instruction they required
they were young gentlemen aspiring to the elite professions of the 
ministry, law, medicine, or finance. The task of the professor of belles 
lettres (or oratory, or composition) was to imbue his charges with the 
verbal skills and sensibility required to take on such roles. But if this 
view of students as gentlemen scholars has seemed more nostalgic than 
convincing for at least the last 50 years, then no compelling alternative 
to it has yet emerged. Instead composition has simply tended to imag
ine students as, well ... students- as people whom we are asked to 
help get through the business of school. Taken to its logical conclu
sion, this form of thinking has ended up picturing students as appren
tice members of the academic disciplines, in training as developmen
tal psychologists, literary critics, cultural anthropologists, or the like. 
But there is something dispiriting and confining about such a way of 
imagining students, and so some teachers have begun to construct 
writing courses that cast students instead as something more like pub
lic intellectuals- that is, as writers whose work tries to address readers 
and issues outside of the academy. 

Now public is surely as vexed a term as community. In its classic 
formulations, the public refers to a social space existing outside the di
rect control of either the state or private business where individuals 
can discuss issues of general concern. But Bruce Robbins has rightly 
complained of the phantom-like quality of this concept, of how the 
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public sphere always seems just out of reach, either receding into a 
nostalgic past or glimpsed as part of a utopian future. And a distin
guished series of theorists- Lippman, Dewey, Habermas, Sennett, 
Fraser-have argued vigorously over the meanings and uses of the 
term without ever going so far as to suggest that anything like a robust 
public culture has ever been achieved in mass society. In more practi
cal terms, if public also implies national, then few of us can hope to 
attain the level of publicity enjoyed by media intellectuals like Cornel 
West or bell hooks. On the other hand, though, Susan Wells has ar
gued convincingly against the pretense that training students in brief 
and ineffectual forms of civic discourse like letters to the editor will 
somehow help them enter a public culture that may or may not actu
ally exist. My sense is that the term is more useful as an adjective than 
as a noun- that we might best speak of certain uses of writing as more 
or less public, as opposed to more or less private, or more or less disci
plinary. 

One form of teaching towards public-ness in this adjectival sense 
asks students to consider how their lives are connected to and shaped 
by social events and forces. Amy Goodbum, for instance, discusses a 
first-year writing course she has taught in which students are asked to 
identify a historical event that has somehow had an impact on their 
own families or communities, to do research on the event and its local 
effects, and to write an essay reflecting on this intersection of the pub
lic and personal. Good bum reports that many students began by writ
ing about the sorts of events one would commonly find in history text
books-The Battle of the Bulge, the Great Depression, Vietnam-but 
often shifted to events and issues that were, literally, closer to home: 
combat troop reunions, a polio epidemic in a small town, the impact of 
the birth control pill on the women in a writer's family, and so on. 
Such a course asks students to write about their lives in ways long 
familiar to composition teachers but also to problematize such work 
by viewing their experiences as not wholly personal. Similarly, in a 
first-year course on Writing the Modem University here at Duke, my 
colleague Pegeen Reichert Powell asks students to write on a set of 
public controversies that directly concern them as college students: a 
set of debates over the quality of intellectual life at Duke, the recent 
campus campaigns against the sale of clothing made in sweatshops, 
and the imbroglio over whether or not student newspapers should have 
run advertisements arguing against racial reparations. In writing on 
such issues, students are asked to imagine themselves as something 
more than just students, as participants in an institution whose actions 
and policies have consequences in the world. Courses like those de
signed by Good bum and Reichert Powell thus offer students intellec
tual training that is framed not as part of a disciplinary project but as a 
way of commenting on, and perhaps entering into, a set of more pub-
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lie concerns. 
Another form of teaching towards the public asks students to 

become more directly involved as writers in the neighborhoods and 
communities around their schools. I am thinking here of what is often 
known as service-learning, a movement whose influence on the teach
ing of writing is well-described by Thomas Deans in his recent Writing 
Partnerships. Deans identifies three models for connecting writing 
courses to communities: writingfor, about, and with the community. 
The writing for the community approach puts students to work as 
writers for local, non-profit agencies, helping to produce the kinds of 
documents (proposals, newsletters, press releases, brochures, manu
als, and the like) that such organizations need in serving their clients. 
Writing about courses ask students to work in community settings and 
then to draw on these experiences in writing academic essays about 
the politics of work, literacy, or schooling. In contrast to the more prag
matic tasks emphasized by the writing for model, the focus here is on 
helping students acquire the moves and strategies of critical or intel
lectual discourse. The third approach, writing with the community, 
has students collaborate with local activists and neighborhood resi
dents in creating materials for a public discussion of issues impacting 
their communities. 

The driving force behind service-learning is clearly its politics, 
its vision of service to others as an integral aspect of professional life. 
But we shouldn' t lose sight of how the intellectual agenda of service
learning also shares with other forms of critical teaching a disquiet 
with disciplinary boundaries and a desire to see writing as a mode of 
social action. It is that impulse to push beyond the walls of the acad
emy, to apply critical habits of mind to something other than disci
plinary work, that most interests me about what I am here calling public 
teaching. 

Material 

In the late 1980s scholars in composition began to take what is 
now known as a "social tum," shifting their focus from the composing 
processes of individual writers to the broader contexts of literacy, and 
foregrounding issues of race, gender, and ideology in teaching. While 
this tum has always struck me as salutary, there is also a way in which 
an increasing interest in the workings of power seems often to have 
been accompanied by a decreasing attention to the workings of texts. 
The question, for instance, of what specific skills students might need 
to acquire in order to claim authority as writers in the university could 
sometimes seem to get lost in discussions of the politics of academic 
discourse. Similarly, and ironically, the question of what practical 
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moves compositionists might need to make to gain more control over 
their courses and programs often seemed to be subsumed by sweep
ing (and unfeasible) demands for all writing teachers to be put on the 
tenure track. And so the 1990s saw both the establishment of composi
tion studies as a research field and an increasing reliance of composi
tion programs on part-time faculty and graduate students to actually 
teach writing to undergraduates. 

To work through this paradox I believe we need to shift our fo
cus from the global to the local, the ideological to the logistical, the 
social to the material. In arguing for such a concern with the physical, 
economic, and institutional constraints on the work of writing teach
ers and students, I am following the lead of Bruce Horner in Terms of 
Work for Composition, an exceptionally rigorous study of how the intel
lectual project of composition has been shaped by the site of its work
that is, by the demands of administering the first-year writing course. 
One response to these pressures, unfortunately tagged as the New 
Abolitionism, has been to suggest that composition somehow disen
tangle itself from overseeing the universal requirement-that we quit 
our defining affiliation with the service course and instead become a 
field of study much like any other in the academy. My interests, though, 
center less on forging a new discipline and more on reforming the work 
that goes on at the contested and politically-charged sites of basic and 
first-year writing. To do so, I think we will need to find ways of im
proving the conditions of work for three sets of stakeholders in com
position: undergraduates, teachers, and administrators. 

Undergraduates 

I teach now at a private university where almost all undergradu
ates are between the ages of 18 and 22, go to school full-time, reside on 
campus, and are supported by their parents- a context in which I can 
assume that academics is their central concern. But this is not the situ
ation faced by many writing teachers, especially those in public and 
urban universities, whose students must often try to wrest time for 
study from hours in days that are already over-committed to work, 
family, and commuting. It's easy to see how such schedules might over
whelm even those students who are well-prepared to take on the work 
of a writing course. So what about those who have been badly served 
by their high schools, or who are struggling to learn English as a sec
ond language, or who come from families or neighborhoods skeptical 
of the value of college? Some of the most humane work on teaching in 
the last 10 years has directly addressed such questions, insisting that 
we view students not simply in the context of our classrooms but in 
the full context of their lives. For instance, in her landmark study, Time 
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to Know Them, Marilyn Stemglass tracks the progress of several work
ing, first-generation college students at the City University of New York, 
demonstrating that they can succeed in the academy, can indeed do 
very strong intellectual work, ifthey are allowed to pursue their stud
ies beyond the traditional four or five years of college and iftests which 
measure little more than their ability to produce idiomatic and error
free prose are not set up as curricular roadblocks for students whose 
first language is not English. In order to achieve the democratic hopes 
of American higher education, Stemglass suggests, we need to be will
ing to work with adult students over extended periods of time and to 
help them in balancing the demands of school, employment, and fam
ily. 

This hopeful and patient vision of teaching has been continued 
by two younger scholars who have both worked closely with Stemglass. 
In "Class Dismissed," Mary Soliday shows how she and others at City 
College have tried to make the writing curriculum less of a series of 
arbitrary obstacles and more of a delimited and coherent learning ex
perience for beginning undergraduates. Soliday offers an incisive class
oriented analysis of the university curriculum, suggesting that the lay
ering of required courses in the early years of college study can, in the 
name of rigor, actually serve as a covert form of insuring that many 
working-class students will run out of time, energy, or funds before 
they even get to take courses in their intended majors. Similarly, in 
Defending Access, Tom Fox offers a spirited argument against the ways 
an uncritical embrace of the notion of" standards" limits access to edu
cation by minority and working-class students. Fox begins his book 
with a concise history of how appeals to standards have served as a 
gatekeeping mechanism in US colleges over the last century -with a 
special focus on the uneasy complicity of compositionists with such 
efforts. He then moves on to offer several compelling examples of how 
teachers can act to deflect attention away from formalist measures of 
writing abilities (with their correspondingly reductive understandings 
of student writers) and toward a more rhetorical sense of literacy. He 
insists in order to grasp students' achievements and difficulties in the 
academy, we need to look beyond the walls of the classroom, to situate 
their work as students in the (often daunting) material circumstances 
of their lives. When we consider what many non-traditional students 
go through simply to remain in college, Fox suggests, what might at 
first seem mediocre performances on their part begin to appear almost 
heroic. What we can't do, Fox asserts, is to judge the work of minority 
and working-class students according to an abstract set of standards 
that fails to account for the ways the economic realities of their lives 
impinges on their careers as students. 
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Teachers 

We similarly need to find ways that allow the teachers in our 
programs to make use of the scholarship in our field. To attend CCCC 
or read our journals is to come into touch with an array of thoughtful, 
nuanced, and informed approaches to teaching composition. But it is 
hard, realistically, to imagine that teachers who are overloaded and 
underpaid-often working on a per-course basis, with little support 
from or contact with other faculty, and sometimes teaching several 
sections of basic or first-year writing at a number of different cam
puses-will have the time or inclination to keep up with recent schol
arship in composition, design innovative courses, and respond to stu
dent writing in detailed and careful ways. And yet one should not 
expect any teacher to do less. We don't need new theories of rhetoric 
or composing, or new approaches to classroom practice, in order to 
improve much of the teaching that goes on in our programs. What we 
need are ways to give teachers the time and support they need to do 
their jobs well, and the power to hold them accountable for doing so. 
Curriculum is personnel. So long as the first worry of a writing pro
gram director is simply to make sure that all the sections she is respon
sible for actually get staffed, then the quality of teaching in that pro
gram will suffer. Composition has been a textbook-driven field because 
so many programs are staffed in large part by a contingent army of 
part-timers and graduate students who have little formal training in 
teaching writing and thus limited abilities to design courses on their 
own. The long-term solution to this problem is not to write better text
books (or at least not simply to do so), but to create a better supported 
and more professional faculty. 

One way to do so is to insist that writing be taught by tenure
stream faculty- and where this is possible, it should be done. But the 
very scale of the enterprise at many universities, which must staff scores 
or hundreds of sections of writing courses per term, coupled with the 
aversion that many tenure-stream faculty show towards teaching be
ginning undergraduates, often makes such a solution impracticable. 
In such cases we need to consider alternatives to tenure which offer 
writing teachers some real measure of job security and professional 
authority-and not simply continue current hiring practices in the hope 
that the revolution will some day come. No one response will suit all 
programs. In some institutions, collective bargaining might be the most 
effective tactic; in others, it might be longer-term contracts for experi
enced teachers, or postdoctoral fellowships or visiting lectureships for 
recent PhDs, or named instructorships for advanced graduate students. 
Or other programs might open up the chance to teach first-year writ
ing to scholars outside of English, or think of ways of recasting the 
course in composition as a writing-intensive seminar taught by faculty 
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across the disciplines. 
The point is to think outside the box- to imagine that our first 

charge is not to support the graduate program, or to defend tenure, or 
to make sure that current staff are given as many sections as they want, 
but rather to set up working conditions that support the most effective 
teaching of writing to undergraduates that is possible. I am encour
aged that many recent and compelling proposals for doing so come 
from non-tenure-stream faculty- in the pages of the Non-Tenure-Track 
Faculty Forum in CCC, by Michael Murphy in his longer CCC essay on 
"A New Faculty for a New University: Toward A Full-Time Teaching
Intensive Track in Composition," and in Eileen Schell and Patricia 
Stock's volume of essays detailing strategies for improving working 
conditions for writing teachers, Moving a Mountain: Transforming the 
Role of Contingent Faculty in Composition Studies and Higher Education. 

Administrators 

In thus shifting focus from curriculum to labor force, a familiar 
figure in composition gains a new importance: the writing program 
administrator or WP A, whom it now seems possible to picture not as a 
mere bureaucratic functionary but as an activist reformer in the uni
versity, the person best situated to argue for improved working condi
tions for composition students and teachers. In As If Learning Mattered, 
Richard Miller argues that academics need to embrace their roles as 
mid-level bureaucrats in large corporations (universities) if they are to 
have much hope of changing how those institutions work. This point 
seems especially relevant to the situation of many compositionists, who 
are often pressed into managing one of the largest programs of the 
university without being offered the status or power of chairs of much 
smaller departments. One response to this crisis of authority has been 
to suggest that composition should aspire to become a discipline in its 
own right, with the imagined effect of turning the director of composi
tion into something more like the chair of the department of rhetoric. I 
think that this would be a strategic mistake- that much of the interest 
and energy of composition stems both from its no/being a discipline in 
the traditional sense and from its engagement in the vital if sometimes 
inchoate project of first-year writing. Rather than working to set up 
new departments or graduate programs, then, I would like to see us 
try to gain more direct control over the staffing and curriculum of our 
basic and first-year writing programs. At issue here will be whether 
these programs are housed within English departments or not- and 
the responses to this question will no doubt vary for tactical reasons 
according to local contexts. But once she gains real control over who 
teaches first-year writing and how, it becomes easy to imagine the WPA 
as a key player in the undergraduate curriculum, even if she lacks the 
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disciplinary cachet of the chair of English, precisely because of her sub
stantive influence on student learning. That is, it seems to me, a key 
advantage of thinking in local and material terms of programs rather 
than in the more abstract terms of disciplinary communities. 

Circulation 

My argument so far has pulled me in two directions: On the one 
hand, my interest in teaching towards the public sphere has led me to 
advocate pushing beyond the concerns of our disciplines; on the other 
hand, my commitment to the material reform of writing programs re
quires an intense focus on the institutional structures in which we work. 
I think that this tension can be resolved, though, by distinguishing, as 
Evan Watkins suggests in Work Time, between the meanings that cir
culate inside the classroom and the values that circulate outside it. 
Watkins points out that while many teachers of English (or in our case, 
writing) consider the work they ask students to take on to be critical 
and oppositional, the value given that work (in the form of grades) 
outside the classroom is often quite different. And so, for example, 
while I might think that the' A' I've given a certain student reflects her 
ability to interrogate the discourses of power, what that grade signi
fies to an admissions committee or prospective employer may simply 
be that she can use language powerfully. Writing from the perspective 
of the individual professor, Watkins despairs at this lack of control 
over the value of his work as it travels beyond his classroom, but I 
think that, from the point of view of a writing program, we have a much 
better chance to collectively define the meaning of what we do. At 
many universities, almost every undergraduate must take at least one 
course in composition. This circulation of students allows writing pro
grams a remarkable chance to stand for a particular kind of intellec
tual work in the university by offering courses that, while not neces
sarily following a common syllabus, are directed towards a coherent 
set of goals. In this way, an intelligent program can augment rather 
than constrain the work of its faculty. My argument here is that we 
need to strengthen the position of our programs within the university 
in order to promote a view of writing that pushes beyond disciplinary 
boundaries. 

A key part of advancing such an agenda will be to find ways in 
which the writings of students might circulate beyond the classroom. 
New web-based technologies that allow writers to exchange andre
spond to texts online have already begun to sidestep the need for the 
classroom to serve as the physical site where hard copies of papers are 
traded among students and teachers. In allowing much of the routine 
work of a writing course to take place outside of the classroom, I have 
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found that such technologies help me move more quickly and power
fully in the classroom to precisely the sort of close work with student 
texts that I have always felt a writing course needs to center on-since 
students enter class having already read one another's work and pre
pared to discuss it. Teaching in such an environment offers one a 
glimpse of how the decentralized, digital university imagined by John 
Seely Brown and Paul Duguid in the closing chapters of The Social Life 
of lnfonnation might actually work- as a place to which people come 
less to gain access to an archive of materials than to interact with a set 
of knowledgeable people. In such an emerging university, we might 
find it even more useful to picture the writing class not as an enclosed 
community but as a public space crossed by many persons and dis
courses. And certainly the Web offers at least the increasing possibility 
that student texts might find their way outside the confines of the writ
ing classroom, that students might begin not merely to analyze but 
also to participate in the ongoing disputes and controversies of our 
culture. 

I don't mean here to equate putting up a web page with political 
action. But I do think that in looking for ways to help student texts 
travel beyond the classroom- through service-learning, through par
ticipating in campus debates (as in Pegeen Reichert Powell's course), 
and perhaps through web work as well- we can start to loosen the 
grip of disciplinarity on our own ideas of writing. In a brilliant essay 
on "Composition and the Circulation of Writing," John Trimbur ar
gues that we have been too willing to think of the writing classroom as 
a quasi-domestic space, where we act in loco parentis in assigning and 
monitoring student discourse, making sure that their work conforms 
to one standard or the other of authority. Trimbur suggests that we 
instead ask students first to analyze and then to intervene in how a 
particular social issue gets discussed in competing spheres of discourse: 
academic, journalistic, governmental, popular, activist, and so on. And 
so, for example, as a final project for a course he teaches on Writing 
about Disease and Public Health, Trimbur asks students "to work in 
groups to produce in any medium they choose (e.g., brochures, pam
phlets flyers, posters, videos, radio announcements, skits, Web sites, t
shirts) public health publicity on teen or college-age sexuality" (214). 
The point of such teaching is to problematize (rather than reinforce) 
the role of expertise in producing knowledge. The crucial issue in teach
ing writing, for Trimbur, thus has to do "with whose questions we 
take up- students, laypersons, and experts in the disciplines and pro
fessions" (217). I worry that in locating the act of writing in a single 
place, in a hypothesized community of academic discourse, we limit 
the chances students get to do work that is truly critical of the culture 
of expertise to which we, as professional intellectuals, belong. 

At the close of "Rehabilitating the 'Idea of Community,"' Mark 
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Wiley asserts that learning communities cannot simply attempt to "re
coup the past" (p. 31), to recreate a kind of safe and familiar space 
protected from conflict, but must rather help students "move between 
home and public space" (p. 30-31). I couldn't agree more. But I must 
also say that I know of few visions of community that also don't seem 
to lapse at points into a nostalgia for the mutuality of family or the 
small town. And so, for instance, in the principles that Wiley lists for 
the Learning Alliance, we learn that: "Good communities . .. encour
age cooperation, compromise, and consensus ... develop identity 
through group norms, standards, and values ... [and] promote caring, 
trust, and teamwork" (pp. 30). These are hard values to argue against, 
and yet I find myself still, at this late moment, wanting to ask: Whose 
norms? Whose team? How does one learn how to dissent as well as to 
cooperate and compromise? 

Again, I admire the work of the Learning Alliance in helping stu
dents acquire the discourses of school and to engage with the ideas 
and persons they meet at the university. We need to find more such 
ways of supporting the efforts of faculty to connect with undergradu
ates as intellectuals. And I am glad to hear Mark Wiley argue that "a 
community is not a club" (p. 24) and that the sort of learning commu
nity he advocates does not aim for the "safety of familiarity and like
mindedness" (p. 31). But once such qualities of warmth and cohesion 
are stripped away from the concept of community, I'm no longer sure 
what's left to distinguish it from other ways of imagining social groups. 
Rather than trying to rehabilitate an old idea, then, I'd like to see us 
work towards a new sense of writing as a social and material practice. 
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Mark Wiley 

REHABILITATING THE "IDEA 

OF COMMUNITY" 

ABSTRACT: Leaming communities have become increasingly popular ways for working with 
students, especially first-year students, yet there has been little discussion of these structures in 
the composition literature. Given that the root metaphor of conflict informs many first-year 
writing pedagogies and in light of /oseph Harris's critique of "community" as a key word, talk of 
learning communities may invoke fears of a return to conservative tenets of expressivism. Com
munity-like elements, however, are regularly noted by other scholars as informing prach'ces in 
many wn'ting classes. The apparent success of learning communities and the continued use of 
community in our classrooms should therefore cause the field to re-consider how we define "com
munity. " Such re-considerations should not only respond to Harns's insightfal crih'c1sm but 
also build on research and theory that suggest why learning communities can be ejfech've vehicles 
for curn'cular and institutional change. 

Learning communities have become popular topics of discussion 
at national conferences and in the literature of sub-fields such as stu
dent life and development, the first year experience, and undergradu
ate education. Many two-and four-year colleges and universities are 
experimenting with learning communities as potentially effective ways 
for creating curricular coherence and for helping students succeed aca
demically (see Gabelnick et al.; Lenning and Ebbers; Shapiro and 
Levine). Several learning communities are intentionally designed for 
first-year students, particularly those identified as "at risk, " to ease 
the transition between high school and college. However, learning 
communities are rarely mentioned in composition's scholarly journals. 
Why? Perhaps learning communities are old news in that some of the 
tenets underlying them have been staples of first-year writing peda
gogy for years- student-centered classrooms, collaborative and active 
learning, and frequent student-teacher contact. Or, it might also be 
the case that because conflict appears to be the root metaphor organiz
ing writing pedagogy, particularly basic writing, (Harris, "Negotiat-
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ing"), scholarly discussions encouraging the development of commu
nity in the classroom are perceived as a return to assumptions associ
ated with expressivism- the classroom as a sort of pastoral environ
ment, free of conflict, where like-minded students can nurture their 
individual voices. There is a notable irony, however, in that the lack 
of explicit theoretical discussions about community in our field's schol
arly literature is offset by many casual references in that literature to 
community building and community-like elements that apparently 
contribute to successful learning in the writing class. 

Recall that in 1989 Joseph Harris made a compelling case for re
thinking the way community should be used in our work with stu
dents ("The Idea of Community in the Study of Writing"). In his well
received critique of community as that term had been used in the com
position literature, Harris argued that the term should be reserved "to 
describe the workings of ... specific and local groups," such as indi
vidual classrooms and academic departments. He claimed further that 
we take a "material view of community: one that, like a city, allows for 
both consensus and conflict..." (20). Harris extended that critique in 
1997 ("Community") by offering public as "a positive opposing term. 
The opposition between terms is organized by competing images of 
how people live. Talk about" discourse communities" reflects an ide
alized version of community as "romantic, organic, and pastoral" and 
one "where everyone pretty much shares the same set of values and 
concerns." Harris links uses of community with idealized and uto
pian conceptions of social life. Rather than community, Harris ar
gues, our classrooms might resemble public spaces "where differences 
are made visible, and thus where the threat of conflict or even violence 
is always present" so that our students might cultivate" civility, a will
ingness to live with difference" (109). 

Harris's argument to limit the use of the term community was 
appropriate and necessary, yet his initial and later critiques of discourse 
communities and the idea of community itself has taken the concept in 
a direction that, while helpful for training public intellectuals, seems 
to me to do little to address some of the compelling needs of our stu
dents, especially basic writers, needs to which learning communities 
are intentionally designed to respond. Although Harris focused on 
the community concept and did not discuss learning communities per 
se, based on his debunking of the term, it would appear that the learn
ing community movement could be read as an educational reform ef
fort based more on nostalgia and utopian fantasies than as institutional 
re-organization to help students stay in school, thrive, and graduate. 
Harris's arguments have reduced the concept of community to near 
uselessness, yet the seeming success of learning communities suggests 
otherwise. Moreover, it is odd that in a field such as rhetoric and com
position, dominated as it is by social constructionist theories of knowl-
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edge in which social relations among individuals are crucial to knowl
edge-making and dissemination, and in a field where many believe 
that writing as a form of social action should aim toward social justice, 
little sustained serious discussion is given to potentially effective forms 
of social relations that might be encompassed by richer conceptions of 
community. What follows here then is an attempt to rehabilitate ideas 
of community, not so much to define it, but to identify qualities, val
ues, and social structures associated with the concept that might not 
only help our students persist to graduation but also to flourish while 
they are in college. In opening such an inquiry, I want to first describe 
some of the thinking behind learning communities and how they have 
been defined, and then consider why they can be effective. In light of 
Harris's criticism, finally, I'll suggest a direction we might go to reha
bilitate a concept that persists, not because it represents a nostalgic 
wish for better times (although it certainly can be used that way), but 
because it represents something fundamentally good about human 
beings in their relations with one another. 

The Community in Learning Communities 

The idea of community as it appears so far in the learning com
munity movement is focused on re-organizing the scenes of teaching 
to promote student learning more conscientiously. Probably the most 
well known and frequently cited definition, but by no means the only 
one, is offered by Faith Gabelnick, Jean MacGregor, Roberta Matthews, 
and Barbara Leigh Smith. 

Learning communities purposefully restructure the curricu
lum to link together courses or course work so that students 
find greater coherence in what they are learning as well as in
creased intellectual interaction with faculty and fellow students 
. .. [L]earrung communities are also usually associated with 
collaborative and active approaches to learning, some form of 
team teaching, and interdisciplinary themes. (5) 

Learning communities emphasize curricular coherence; active learn
ing; and making connections, that is, connections between ideas pre
sented in different disciplines and making social connections -stu
dent-to-student and student-to-teacher. Although Gabelnick et al. 
originally described five types of learning communities in the 1980s, 
they have since identified three fundamental underlying models that 
can be varied and combined to fit a given context. Anne Goodsell 
Love and Kenneth Tokuno describe these three models as (1) student 
cohorts in larger classes, (2) paired or clustered classes, and (3) team-
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taught programs. 
In the first model, the simplest of the three, cohorts of students 

are enrolled in the same sections of larger courses, with the number of 
these courses varying from two to four. In the second, student cohorts 
take the same classes together and are often the only students in those 
courses. Although faculty teach separately, they try to make intellec
tual connections between or across courses. These paired or clustered 
courses can be linked by a common theme that is explored differently 
but in a complementary fashion in each course. Love and Tokuno cite 
the example of Western Washington University where "The Narrative 
Voice" links oral history, literature, and health courses. 

The last model is also known as a Coordinated Studies Program 
and is the most intricate of the three. Student cohorts travel in several 
courses and can meet together in both large and small groups. Faculty 
form teams and plan the curriculum to integrate the content, assign
ments, and activities for three or more related courses. They can also 
teach in each other's classrooms where there is frequent teacher-to
student contact. Seattle Community College offers a Coordinated Stud
ies Program called "Speaking for Ourselves: You Cannot Shut Us Out." 
This integrated set of courses includes world cultures, non-Western 
art, composition, modern world literature, and a library research course 
(Love and Tokuno 10-11). 

This brief overview of learning communities fails to do justice to 
the variety of programs throughout the country. However, my pri
mary purpose here is not to describe that movement but rather to use 
it as a place to begin inquiry into the community concept. Toward that 
end, let me turn to an example of a learning community on my cam
pus to show more specifically how such an entity is organized and 
how it can function successfully. The Learning Alliance, a variation of 
model two described above, was created in 1992 to address problems 
typical of most large colleges and universities. The director who de
signed and still oversees the Learning Alliance was originally asked 
by the dean of the College of Liberal Arts to create a program that 
would turn around dismal retention rates and help students graduate 
in a timely manner. A few key university administrators and staff, 
more so than any faculty, were the first to recognize and respond to 
the challenges facing our entering first-year students: They arrive at 
the university understanding little about college life and university 
expectations; many are the first in their families to go to college and so 
cannot rely on their parents for guidance in adjusting to life on cam
pus; a majority work either full or part time while taking four or more 
college courses. The dismal statistics documented the sad results: about 
a third of our students were on academic probation by the end of their 
first year; 52% were gone after their second. 

In their first semester in the Learning Alliance, students travel as 
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a cohort in three courses: two in general education and a two-unit class 
introducing them to the university. Typically, a composition course 
(basic writing or university-level) is linked with another general edu
cation class. These links might include pairing composition with psy
chology, history, sociology, political science, or geography, for instance. 
In their second semester, students enroll in two linked courses, but 
they change cohorts. They are encouraged to build explicit connec
tions between ideas and disciplines, while their instructors stress ac
tive learning and include in their classes frequent writing assignments, 
group work, workshops, lots of discussion, and extended individual 
and group projects. Faculty work together to create links between their 
courses and participate in summer and winter institutes to design their 
respective curricula. Each faculty pair meets regularly throughout the 
semester to assess and, if necessary, fine tune the curriculum jointly 
constructed, and all Alliance faculty meet once a month for an early 
morning breakfast meeting to discuss any issues or concerns. 

Some learning communities are designed for a single term only; 
however, the Learning Alliance extends beyond the first semester and 
emphasizes out-of-classroom experiences in addition to the academic. 
We want students to get involved quickly in campus life, to meet oth
ers, and to come to know the university as a place that offers various 
opportunities- intellectual, cultural, and social. Alliance students re
ceive priority registration each semester, an aspect that appears to be 
the main selling point for most first-year students. However, they must 
come in for academic advising each term during their first two years. 
We hope to ensure that Alliance students are taking effectively se
quenced classes that fit their projected majors and professional careers. 

In previous years, all Alliance students contributed ten to fifteen 
hours of community service during both their sophomore and junior 
years. Because of the resources needed to oversee this component, 
however, the community service requirement has been reduced to the 
second year only. Juniors and seniors can still drop by for advising, 
but it is not mandatory. They also have the option of enrolling in a 
400-level Psychology course that will prepare them to become one of 
thirty-nine peer mentors to other Learning Alliance students. The peer 
mentor program enables these now older and (we hope) wiser stu
dents to work with first-year students in navigating that difficult tran
sition from high school. Some of our basic writing students have be
come outstanding peer mentors, a gratifying outcome for a few indi
viduals who we initially feared would not remain in school. 

Since it began, the Learning Alliance has collected data to docu
ment its success by using GP A's, retention data, and graduation rates. 
Data from the Learning Alliance are impressive: 67% of its students 
graduate in five years or less compared to the wider university aver
age of 30%; approximately 90% of Alliance students, including BW 
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students, are retained, while the rest of the university's retention rate 
after year two remains at about 50%; cumulative GPA's from 1992 to 
2001 for all Alliance students (including basic writers) range from a 
respectable low of 2.6 to nearly a "B" average of 2.9. Currently, the 
average GPA for Alliance students is 2.74, compared to the overall 
university's average of 2.2.1 But this data, encouraging as it is, does 
not really tell us about the qualitative experiences of students in learn
ing communities such as the Learning Alliance, experiences that beg 
for further investigation. My point here, though, is not to use the Learn
ing Alliance as an ideal model of a learning community, but to show 
how such an entity can function successfully on campus. In the next 
section, I show that the linking of community with learning possesses 
a long history, a link that continues to inform the composition class. I 
then go on to suggest why certain kinds of social relations can facili
tate learning. 

Sociality and Learning 

Learning communities, or the idea of learning in groups that func
tion like communities, is nothing new. In their monograph, The Power
ful Potential of Learning Communities, Oscar Lenning and Larry Ebbers 
remind us that learning in a community can be traced to the work of 
Quintilian and even to such texts as the Bible and the Talmud (1). Schol
ars also note the significant twentieth century influence of John Dewey, 
Alexander Meiklejohn, and Joseph Tussman (see Shapiro and Levine; 
Levine, "Beyond"; Gabelnick et al.; Love). Dewey's philosophy of pro
gressive education and student-centered learning has been well docu
mented, so I will not dwell on his influence here. Meiklejohn, Dewey's 
contemporary, created the Experimental College at the University of 
Wisconsin in 1927. In his attempt to bypass the still dominant elective 
system, Meiklejohn worked to establish curricular coherence and a 
learning community on campus (Gabelnick et al. 10-16). Gabelnick et 
al. note that Meiklejohn " is considered a father to the learning commu
nity movement because of his insights about the need to reorganize 
the structure of the curriculum" (11). Joseph Tussman, a former stu
dent of Meiklejohn's, attempted a learning community experiment at 
the University of California at Berkeley from 1965-69. As it turned out, 
Tussman's ideas were more influential in the state of Washington than 
in California when in 1970 at Evergreen State College several faculty 
re-designed the undergraduate curriculum. The approach they even
tually developed "became a model for dozens of learning community 
adaptations in the 1970s and 1980s" at other institutions (12-14). 

The idea of learning in small communities as well as the goals 
and means of promoting learning should also be familiar to those in 
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composition where a collaborative, student-centered approach to learn
ing has dominated pedagogy for years. Kenneth Bruffee' s often cited 
argument for collaborative learning was likewise a description of small 
learning communities embedded within individual classrooms (al
though he didn't use the modifier "learning"). The composition litera
ture, moreover, is full of examples of how small peer groups in the 
classroom can contribute to learning. Laura Gray-Rosendale's excel
lent book, Rethinking Basic WnHng, provides a recent instance. In her 
work, Gray-Rosendale meticulously documents and explains the in
teractions among four students in a writing group as part of a Summer 
Institute course. She describes this Institute as an attempt "to foster 
community among its students," and to "'ensure a smooth transition 
from high school to college"' (57). In concluding her study, she de
scribes the positive influence of the Institute on the students and how 
each felt participating in a peer revision group helped him or her un
derstand and meet the demands of academic literacy (153-64). 

Other scholars have described innovative courses and programs 
intended to help basic writers either be "mainstreamed" into regular 
composition courses or help them make the transition more success
fully (Soliday and Gleason; Grego and Thompson; Rodby). One com
mon element across these innovative efforts is the development of close 
ties among students and between students and faculty. Regular meet
ings of small peer groups with a faculty member is a constant, as stu
dents and their instructors work closely on assignments and class 
projects. Soliday and Gleason remark that the Ennchment pilot writ
ing program they developed at City College of New York was intended 
"to build community on an urban, commuter campus" where typi
cally most students juggle school with job and family obligations. In 
this pilot program, basic writing students spend two semesters together 
and remain with the same teachers and class tutors for the entire year. 
The relationships formed, Soliday and Gleason claim, are "conducive 
to learning" ( 65). 

Because it appears to be old news, one might conclude that the 
linking of learning and community should merit little interest. Per
haps it is a truism that we learn best when we are learning with others 
who want to learn and where participants recognize that each will ben
efit. Yet what is notable about the present movement is that learning 
communities are part of educational reform efforts that respond to the 
neglect of undergraduate education (Shapiro and Levine 2), and that 
counter the increasing corporatization of higher education. "Com
munity" in these reform efforts, it seems to me, becomes a code word 
for reminding educators that our common aim has always been to teach, 
and to teach well, and that the essence of learning is embedded in hu
man relationships. How might this be so? 

Learning communities attempt to facilitate student success by 
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actively encouraging factors identified in various influential longitu
dinal studies as crucial. Shapiro and Levine summarize these factors 
as the degree of "student-faculty interaction, student involvement in 
co-curricular activities, and, most important, peer influences and in
teraction" (xii). In the final chapter of What Matters in College? an up
dated and expanded study of his monumental1977 work, Four Critical 
Years, Alexander Astin concludes that 

[v]iewed as a whole, the many empirical findings from this 
study seem to warrant the following general conclusion: the 
student's peer group is the single most potent source of influ
ence on growth and development during the undergraduate 
years (emphasis in original). (398) 

Astin expounds that the effects of peer groups can be viewed from 
psychological and sociological perspectives. An individual seeks ac
ceptance and approval from her peer group because she recognizes 
that the peer group is like herself; members share similar beliefs, val
ues, interests, and so forth. From the sociological perspective, the peer 
group as a collective represents individuals who" identify, affiliate with, 
and seek acceptance and approval from each other." The group ac
cepts the individual as one of their own and approves of the member's 
behavior as meeting the expectations of the group (400-01). 

Obviously, peer group influence on the individual can either help 
or harm depending on the circumstances. But certainly well designed 
learning communities can provide numerous opportunities for students 
to meet and come to know their fellow students (not just students like 
themselves) and encourage them to meet in informal study groups, 
whether on campus or in residence halls. As many in composition 
have done, we need to continue to think beyond the traditional college 
classroom- the isolated instructor with a group of students meeting a 
few hours per week for a quarter or semester only-as the organiza
tional unit for learning. Technology is an obvious aid in this endeavor, 
but certainly investigating how learning occurs in various kinds of peer 
groups needs to continue so that their potential as sites for learning 
can be more fully realized. However, perhaps because peer groups 
have been criticized for encouraging a too easy consensus (see Trim bur 
for a discussion) that reinforces narrow thinking and prevents taking 
on other perspectives, and because conflict as root metaphor privileges 
difference and negotiating one's position among often several com
peting perspectives, talk of community feels regressive, as if such com
munities will coddle students and repress conflict. 

Harris argues for an idea of community that would include both 
consensus and conflict and therefore a pedagogy that would add to or 
complicate students' "uses of language," a pedagogy that encourages 
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"a kind of polyphony- an awareness of and pleasure in the various 
competing discourses that make up their own" ("Idea" 17). Yet, be
cause Harris is also pushing against sentimental, romantic notions of 
communities of like-minded peers, he privileges difference and con
flict. In his later discussion, he elaborates on his vision of the class
room as a public space and proposes to substitute a "community of 
strangers" for a "community of agreement." People don't come to 
know one another; instead they come to know their respective posi
tions on issues and the interpretive frames underlying them. That's 
knowledge worth having certainly, but such a community of strang
ers may be of limited value to first-year students, especially basic writ
ers, who often find the campus environment un-welcoming and, in 
some cases, downright hostile. Instead, we might consider other forms 
of community on campus that include consensus and conflict but that 
are also designed to promote mutuality among faculty, staff, and stu
dents. Such communities of learners can include pedagogies such as 
those Harris favors, but will also distinguish between conflicts pro
ductive of learning and those that aren't. 

A Community is not a Club 

In A Teaching Subject: Composition Since 1966, Harris offers the 
term public in opposition to community. He claims in public spaces, 
competing interests must wrangle and barter, and this is the kind of 
classroom he desires where different views are shared and discussed, 
but not necessarily resolved in favor of a single agreed upon reading 
orchestrated by the teacher. Rather, students must decide on a read
ing they want to explore and eventually defend without the security 
of knowing it is the "right" view, or the only view. Harris wants a 
classroom scene that resembles city life and organizes his classroom to 
produce conflict that he hopes will lead to deeper learning and that 
will help his students practice the identity of public intellectual, an 
identity that assumes people can come together as strangers in order 
to debate issues of common interest. What Harris does not want is a 
classroom community that resembles a "private and chummy club ... 
[one he] is least interested in joining" (97). 

I share Harris's dislike of the classroom as "chummy club." Vi
able communities, if they are to facilitate learning on campus, would 
not be mistaken for clubs. Robert Bellah et al. in Habits of the Heart 
reserve the term community for those organizations that attempt to be 
inclusive and that celebrate "the interdependence of private and pub
lic life," one's calling to a profession, for instance, which satisfies pri
vate need and serves public interests. In contrast, what they claim are 
frequently mislabeled as communities are "lifestyle enclaves." Like a 
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club, the enclave is" segmental," it typically responds to private needs 
for leisure and consumption, and (to use Bellah et al.'s elegant phrase) 
"celebrates the narcissism of similarity" (72). While clubs can have 
community-like aspects, they tend to be exclusive and elitist, places 
where differences are suppressed, where strict criteria of who gets in 
and who is left out are rigidly enforced, and where competition for 
status dominates over concerns for learning. Examples on our cam
puses of such clubs are not hard to come by: Fraternities, sororities, 
and athletic teams, unfortunately, too often become groups that "cel
ebrate the narcissism of similarity." 

Where Harris sees opposition between community and public, I 
see complementarity. Public service, if directed toward the benefit of 
others and is not motivated solely to serve one's self interests, can ex
tend the experience of community from smaller to larger spheres if 
social relations continue to be marked by values such as mutuality, 
empathy, a sharing of common interests, solidarity, and ultimately trust 
(see Bender 7). Hence, I would argue that the physical forms of com
munity are less important than the quality of social relations that 
emerges among participants. Yet the opposition Harris pushes leaves 
little room to consider other forms of community on campus that are 
not utopian and that are not confined to the individual classroom only, 
but that still retain these important traditional values. If our students 
are to acquire these values by seeing them exemplified repeatedly in 
the work of faculty and peers, they need to participate in campus life 
for an extended period. One huge problem on large commuter cam
puses, though, is that students only hang out long enough to attend 
classes. They thus never feel part of the university, they don't partici
pate in its culture, and they remain "strangers" both to faculty and to 
one another. 

The local form of community Harris advocates is a classroom 
scene that, while it includes consensus, privileges conflict. Moreover, 
it is narrowly selective in the preferred identity-public intellectual
he hopes his students will emulate. David Bartholomae makes a simi
lar move in "Inventing the University." The favored identity for stu
dents in Bartholomae' s vision of the academy is a rather conventional 
one of student as critic. Both Harris and Bartholomae use the class
room to socialize students to try on a clearly identified role. Consider, 
though, that college students, and here let me focus on basic writers, 
may not necessarily embrace the identity of public intellectual, or critic. 
From my experience, I think most students would reject these roles 
and seek out something more familiar, something that better suits their 
young-adult identities. 

As others have mentioned, it's unwise to generalize about the 
identities, needs, and abilities of basic writers (and by extension other 
students as well). It's particularly unwise when we consider what are 
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probably very different identities, needs, and aspirations of students 
attending a two-year versus a state college or a Harvard, Stanford, or 
Yale. Yet it is safe to say that although we can't predict in advance nor 
should we circumscribe the identities students might assume, they do 
need to form a coherent identity on campus that allows them to func
tion within the academic culture, an identity that can accommodate 
various identities appropriate in other aspects of their lives. This work
ing out of an identity on campus is often forced by new learning expe
riences, yet some of these conflicts of identity can also impede future 
learning. Learning communities can therefore be used to address spe
cific conflicts that arise unpredictably for students, conflicts that might 
obstruct, rather than facilitate, learning. 

This working out of an appropriate identity is in some ways con
sistent with the root metaphor of conflict that Harris says includes" find
ing a place to speak within a discourse that does not seem to ignore or 
leave behind the person you are outside of it" ("Negotiating" 31). It is 
also more complicated, nuanced, and idiosyncratic, than we have imag
ined. A good recent example that illustrates this complexity is Judith 
Rod by's research of nonnative English speakers who would have been 
placed in basic writing under an older program at her campus but who 
were now in freshman comp ("Contingent Literacy"). Rod by explains 
that students' willingness to revise was the key factor in determining 
success in the writing course. She focuses on the locus of motivation 
for revising and draws upon Urie Bronfenbrenner' s framework for 
explaining how skill development occurs in a given context. 
Bronfenbrenner' s "ecological environment" includes four intercon
nected levels-micro, meso, exo, and macro-with each level forming 
a separate system. These systems include relations between people 
and consistencies of "ideas, belief systems, activities, and roles ... " (50). 
I am not doing justice to her detailed analysis, but the gist is that for 
the students Rodby studied, it appears that motivation to do well in 
college arises from congruence among various levels of a given 
student's ecological environment. Where there are conflicts within 
these levels, students are less motivated to revise. 

All the students in Rod by's study passed freshman [sic] compo
sition, but some struggled more than others. To illustrate, one of the 
more successful students, Luciana, had a rich mesosystem. She had 
attended a summer program and ended up scheduling fall classes with 
several students she met in that program. These students were also 
together in group tutoring sessions, and two of her courses were linked 
so there was congruence of subject matter and consistency in the "rhe
torical terminology" of her speech and composition courses. Luciana 
also had a sister-in-law who worked on campus who regularly ad
vised her. Rodby says that Luciana's 
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mesosystem functioned like glue holding ... [her] world to
gether, so that when she moved from school to home, or from 
one class to another, she inhabited a single, nearly seamless 
universe of meaning. She did not encounter conflicts of val
ues or even much cultural diversity among her relationships. 
(50) 

Although Luciana's success indicates the power of such mutuality in 
her social network, the lack of diversity in her campus experiences is a 
drawback to the social network she established on her own and was 
apparently overlooked in her linked courses. Learning communities 
can intentionally build diversity into peer and faculty interactions set 
up within a given model. Faculty and peer mentors can facilitate stu
dents' exploration of underlying cultural and personal frames inform
ing different beliefs and values and subsequently help students reframe 
these differences based on what they discover in this exploratory pro
cess. 

In contrast to Luciana, Rodby describes Horatio, a Hispanic stu
dent, who appeared to have a strong mesosystem, but who withdrew 
from participating in his writing class while researching Proposition 
187, California's anti-immigrant ballot measure. His research into ille
gal immigration created a painful conflict for Horatio between his be
lief that he belonged on campus and a growing realization that His
panics were not necessarily welcomed in the state. It was only when 
his composition instructor intervened and helped Horatio see that his 
essay might educate his peers that he began revising more produc
tively. He eventually passed the course, but just barely. Rodby con
cludes that II these students ... had strong macrosystems that instructed 
them that education, literacy, and good grades would guarantee good 
jobs and a good future. At one level, this macrosystem ideology pushed 
these students to revise their writing repeatedly" (60). Rodby also as
serts that because these student ecologies are material and social net
works, such programs as Summer Bridge and learning communities, 
among others, help students develop salient connections for themselves. 
And, I would argue, such communities can help students work through 
the conflicts that threaten the ideological systems they have internal
ized. 

Rod by's analysis and use of Bronfenbrenner' s ecological envi
ronment model complements James Paul Gee's theory of literacy whose 
key term is Discourse. Gee's approach can guide us in thinking about 
how learning communities can help students both learn and acquire 
11 secondary Discourses" of college. Discourse is a 11 socially accepted 
association among ways of using language, other symbolic expressions, 
and 'artifacts', of thinking . . . and acting that can be used to identify 
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oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or' social network', 
or to signal (that one is playing) a socially meaningful 'role"' (131). 
Discourse is an individual's" identity kit," a way" of being in the world 
... "that "integrate[s] words, acts, values, beliefs, attitudes, and social 
identities, as well as gestures, glances, body positions, and clothes" 
(127). There are, however, many secondary Discourses- each more or 
less powerful. One's primary Discourse is acquired in childhood, typi
cally in the home through an oral mode and serves as "something of a 
base within which we acquire or resist later Discourses" (137). School 
Discourse is a secondary, and usually a dominant secondary Discourse 
because controlling such a dominant Discourse" can lead to the acqui
sition of social goods (money, power, status) in a society," power that 
will enable the individual to adapt to and acquire more easily other 
congruent secondary Discourses (132). Gee notes there are countless 
Discourses. Pertinent here are examples he cites of "a student" in gen
eral or a certain kind of student such as "a student of physics or a 
student of literature" (128). 

When students make the transition from high school to college, 
they must eventually control other secondary Discourses. In some 
cases, the degree of difference between high school and college Dis
courses is minimal; in others, however, the differences are much greater. 
If we assume Discourses of academia are polyglot and conflicted, all 
students to varying degrees will need to negotiate an "identity kit" for 
themselves if they are to forge a literacy that will facilitate academic 
success. Instead of "negotiating" a position for themselves, though, 
Gee uses the terms acquisition and learning to describe how individuals 
"come by the Discourses they are members of" (138). Effective teach
ing involves both acquisition and learning, but learning solely leads to 
"meta-knowledge." "Meta-knowledge," Gee says, is a way of "seeing 
how the Discourses you have already got (not just the languages) re
late to those you are attempting to acquire, and how the ones you are 
trying to acquire relate to self and society" (141). Such a process in
volves comparing and contrasting various Discourses which is why it 
is essential that students be exposed to diversity as a "cognitive neces
sity ... to develop meta-awareness and overt reflective insight .... " 

Diversity accords well with basic writing pedagogies governed 
by the root metaphor of conflict. I want to argue, however, that there 
is another secondary Discourse crucial to student success, one Gee 
mentions, and one that I think is indicated by Rod by's research: This is 
a secondary Discourse outside of any particular disciplinary Discourse, 
and what for a lack of a better phrase, I'll call the "Discourse of being a 
student." That is, a Discourse that represents a given student's iden
tity and affects how that person thinks and acts in class and on campus 
generally. Some ways students think and act may not necessarily fit 
their college instructors' expectations and may not be conducive to 
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academic success. Certainly students, especially basic writers, are of
ten intimidated by their professors and fear talking to them, and they 
won't ask for help or for clarification on an assignment. Few will take 
advantage of instructors' office hours. In addition, ways of reading 
and note-taking, carry-overs from high school, may prove unproduc
tive in the college classroom. Some basic writers are bewildered to 
discover that a professor's lecture does not typically repeat informa
tion in the textbook and instead often challenges or contradicts what 
they've read. These students sometimes discover too late (or never) 
that just learning what they take to be "facts" is not sufficient to dem
onstrate learning to their college teachers, that argument is the domi
nant mode for creating and presenting knowledge, and that faculty 
usually like to see students think and argue independently and criti
cally. We especially see these latter expectations in Harris's classroom, 
too. In some instances, students experience debilitating conflict when 
their family or religious values are aggressively challenged by profes
sors and/ or peers. In these cases, an alert teacher can help students 
negotiate their conflicts by making them part of the course content 
(one strategy used in pedagogies informed by the conflict metaphor). 
This Discourse of being a student, however, must both be learned and 
acquired, and such a process takes more time than a single semester 
and will most likely require the attentiveness of more than one instruc
tor. 

Learning communities can help students consciously learn this 
sort of secondary Discourse, a Discourse which can then develop meta
knowledge and can serve to help them understand differences among 
several Discourses (including their primary ones) that define how other 
students and faculty in various disciplines define themselves. Con
flicts between and among these "identity kits" might be more effec
tively dealt with in small learning communities that can operate both 
within and outside individual classrooms. These communities can be 
led either by faculty, staff, or peer mentors- or better yet, led by teams 
comprised of representatives from each of the three. In the Learning 
Alliance, for example, student cohorts meet with peer mentors for two 
hours each week throughout their first semester to learn about various 
aspects of the campus but also to air problems that arise in their classes 
or in the dorms. Students who may be experiencing psychological 
conflicts can often be noticed first by these peer mentors and referred 
quickly to the appropriate counseling services. Success is never guar
anteed, of course, but there's a better chance students will be more 
willing to work through potentially destructive conflicts rather than 
be rendered mute by them, which, in the latter case, unfortunately, too 
frequently means that students "resolve" those conflicts by dropping 
out-or by letting the institution make the decision by forcing them 
out because of failing grades. 
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If Discourses include values and beliefs, this secondary Discourse 
about being a student must be supported by values that can privilege 
identities conducive to academic success. These values should be made 
explicit to all who participate in a learning community, including stu
dents, faculty, staff, and administrators. A viable community is 
grounded on clear values that each member understands, accepts, and 
is guided by, values whose violation would entail the destruction of 
the community (see Sergiovanni, Building Community in Schools) . These 
foundational values of a learning community must be congruent with 
the educational mission of the college, or, if I use Gee's terms, congru
ent with the campus's dominant Discourse concerning the value of 
undergraduate education and the identities it makes available to its 
students as involved and caring citizens. 

As an example, the Learning Alliance is founded on the follow
ing operating principles that inform all of its activities and creates an 
ethos all students in the Alliance are expected to embrace. These prin
ciples are adapted from "Building Community" by John Gardner and 
"Insights into Community on Campus" by George Kuh et al. 

Good communities incorporate and value diversity- encour
age cooperation, compromise and consensus. 
Good communities have a shared culture- develop identity 
through group norms, standards, and values. 
Good communities foster intemal communication-thrive on 
extensive formal and informal interaction and frequent face
to-face contacts. 
Good communities promote caring, trust, and teamwork
encourage a spirit of mutuality and cooperation where every
one is included. 
Good communities arrange for group maintenance processes 
and govemance structures that foster the development of 
young people, encourage participation and sharing of leader
ship tasks, and prepare students for future responsibilities and 
citizenship. 
Good communities create links with the world- rendering 
service to campus, local communities, and the society at large. 

Leaming communities need to be diverse to encourage productive dif
ferences and conflict, but they also need to help students leam how to 
negotiate consensus when collective action is required to accomplish a 
project or to solve a problem. Leaming communities need to be inclu
sive and membership voluntary, and students (and faculty) should, if 
they so desire, be able to leave the community after participating for a 
quarter or semester. 

As I see it, schools are poised halfway between home and public 
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space. We don't want students to leave their identities outside when 
they step onto our campuses. But many are not yet ready to deal on 
their own with the vicissitudes and conflicts of the public sphere. We 
know that students must change if education is to have any value and 
that learning inevitably involves conflicts of various kinds. Learning 
communities can help students distinguish between the kinds neces
sary for their learning and those that might prevent them from step
ping out from the safety of familiarity and like-mindedness. In a re
cent issue of the fW A journal, Charles Schuster (writing from the point 
of view of an associate dean) claims that Composition studies must 
"become part of the wider campus conversation on restructuring higher 
education" and that "[u)nless it gets involved, its influence is almost 
sure to diminish" (94). Because learning communities offer us a way 
of thinking about such restructuring, we need to have wider conversa
tions about zdeas of kinds of communities on our respective campuses, 
not to recoup the past, but to imagine social networks on campus that 
support learning and respond more effectively to students at their point 
of need. 

Note 

1 For more details about the Learning Alliance and data regarding the 
success of basic writers in that program, see my essay, "Mainstreaming 
and Other Experiments in a Learning Community," in Mains/reaming 
Basic Writers: Politics and Pedagogies of Access (full citation below). 
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Mark Wiley 

RESPONSE TO JOSEPH HARRIS'S "BEYOND 

COMMUNITY" 

This sort of scholarly exchange within the same journal issue is 
rare, so I especially want to thank the editors of /BW and Professor 
Harris for giving me the opportunity to respond to Joe's essay (I hope 
I can drop the formal address here). In his introduction, Joe provides 
the context for the sequence of this exchange, so I'll not waste limited 
space repeating that. 

Joe and I conversed briefly through email and agreed that our 
differences were less in principle and more in what we emphasize in 
our respective essays. Joe is not against the kind of work I advocate 
represented by the name teaming communities, and I am not against the 
version of "materiality" he advocates. But then "against" is probably 
the wrong preposition to use here. It's more a matter of where we 
direct our attention and energies regarding this complex and compli
cated enterprise we call teaching first-year and basic writing. Although 
we did not articulate the actual principle on which we agree (I had not 
seen Joe's text before our email exchanges), it seems we both support 
paying attention to the kind of work our students do in our writing 
courses and to the quality of teaching offered them. 

What we selectively attend to are the different elements involved 
in that enterprise. He pushes the public nature of writing, or at least 
pushing some kind of writing possessing a quality of "publicness," a 
writing that circulates more widely than within the confines of the class
room. And Joe particularly sees the material conditions of teaching as 
a far more useful site for critical analysis and action. I am paying at
tention to the quality of social relations between and among students 
and teachers and to the local institutional structures that can facilitate 
those relations and encourage a shift in the identities and perspectives 
students might take on. I hope it is understood that what I focus on 
requires attention to the material conditions of teaching. Those who 
create institutional structures that presently go under the name of learn
ing communities are addressing teaching and responding to the local 
conditions within which that work takes place. 

One of the reasons I became involved in a learning community 
was that it offered the composition faculty I supervise (all are part time) 
an opportunity to grow professionally and to break free of the con
fines of the individual classroom. These communities also provide a 
means whereby student writing can easily circulate more widely within 
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the learning community that extends beyond the borders of the single 
classroom. Participating faculty have the opportunity to transcend dis
ciplinary boundaries because student writing specifically, and student 
learning in general, are the main concerns, a shift in focus that can, 
over time, change the purpose of general education courses from in
troducing students to discrete disciplines to cultivating the critical 
habits of mind Joe favors. Composition faculty who teach these linked 
courses are treated as equal to their tenure-track counterparts who typi
cally teach the other discipline courses. Moreover, ideas for imagina
tive writing projects, like the ones Joe admires, emerge from this fac
ulty interaction. 

So, yes, we do agree in principle, and I acknowledge Joe's point 
about the material conditions of our work, but unless I am misreading 
him, what Joe advocates is perfectly in line with the goals of learning 
communities as I understand them. Consider some of his examples
service learning projects that transcend disciplinary boundaries, the 
sort of work exemplified by Mary Soliday at City College to make the 
writing curriculum more coherent, the time and support faculty need 
to develop innovative composition courses- this is work also facili
tated through learning communities. 

But as I continue to think about Joe's remarks here, perhaps the 
differences in what we emphasize are less significant than the rhetoric 
we respectively employ. Whereas he represents materiality as "be
yond," I see it as an integral part of the social relations involved in the 
teaching of writing. Joe wants to move beyond talk about community 
because he views such talk as regressive. I don't understand though 
why he keeps insisting that community represents enclosure, like
mindedness, consensus (instead of argument and dissent), and social 
relations marked by a kind of touchy-feely sentimentality. Joe doesn't 
know of versions of community that" don' t seem to lapse at key points 
into a nostalgia for the mutuality of family or the small town." I'm not 
sure what he is referring to, but I know that the many students I have 
either taught or met through the Learning Alliance have little under
standing-let alone experience-of community, and I don't know of 
any who come from small towns- not those who live in Southern Cali
fornia, anyway. I wish it were true that all students' families offered 
them the kind of mutuality and emotional support one usually associ
ates with family life, yet the reality, I suspect, is otherwise. That doesn't 
mean, of course, that students can't get sentimental notions about com
munity from media representations; still, their social experiences over
all, it seems to me, do not include anything we might call community 
where people do support one another and feel some measure of mu
tual responsibility. 

Joe also questions how one learns to dissent and to cooperate 
and compromise. Perhaps I am naYve and I don't mean to be flip about 
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this, but I think faculty engage in dissent and still manage to cooperate 
and compromise regularly. Consider committee work and how we 
conduct ourselves in our home departments: 

I can't imagine we would get much accomplished within them if 
we did not learn how to argue and dissent as well as recognize when 
compromise is a better strategy. Dissent can take a variety of forms. 
As a committee member, I can cast a dissenting vote and still not pre
vent the committee from completing its project. Dissent in that in
stance is a strategic way of cooperating, while in other instances a be
grudging compromise might signal dissent. Where Joe seems to cre
ate a rigid opposition between consensus and dissent, I see in practice 
a more nuanced dialectic. Joe also asks, "Whose norms? Whose team?" 
The team belongs to the individuals who comprise it-students, fac
ulty, and staff-who work together to achieve the goal of learning. 
These same participants help identify the norms they believe will se
cure that chief objective. Re-negotiation is always possible, and if an 
individual doesn't want to participate, she doesn't have to. 

The rhetoric of "Beyond Community" should be familiar to those 
in our field who regularly read its scholarship. The title suggests 
progress: we must import different terms to theorize our work, and of 
course these terms define and confer value on the work identified. 
Materiality directs attention to our local scenes and reminds us that, as 
Joe, citing Richard Miller, notes, we must" embrace ... [our] roles as mid
level bureaucrats in large corporations (universities) if ... [we] are to 
have much hope of changing how those institutions work." 

It would be foolish to ignore this institutional reality. I consciously 
selected the term "rehabilitate" (I rejected "rethink" and "re-imagine") 
because I liked the corporeal connotations of the word. I wanted to 
give body to a vague notion. Learning communities are real material 
structures. They cost money, they take planning, they shift (or poten
tially can shift) the nature of our work in the isolated comp class. Re
examining an old term for new meanings and possibilities seems like 
useful work to me. I recognize that "community" (like "voice"), al
though resonant in the wider culture, has negative connotations in the 
discipline of rhetoric and composition. Like voice, community sounds 
so regressive, while "materiality" keeps us grounded in such matters 
as labor issues and the production and circulation of student texts. 

Metaphorically, materiality fits with" construction"; community 
doesn't. Materiality focuses attention on how power, status, andre
sources are distributed and maintained. Community assumes that these 
materials will be used to support learning while members work to
ward that goal. Whereas Joe sees opposition between community and 
public, I see complementarity. He keeps insisting (here and in his 
previous work) that we move away from disciplinary communities. 
That's fine, but I am moving in another direction and focusing on learn-
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ing communities. He keeps thinking about communities as enclosed 
spaces, I want to consider their possibilities for opening different sorts 
of spaces on our campuses. I don't want to go beyond the social but 
instead find new meaning within an old term that identifies work that 
might resist the negative effects of corporatization on teaching and 
learning. Sure communities can be co-opted by corporations, but they 
can also remind us of other forms of relations that are not represented 
well by terms like "public, material, and circulation." 

I want to resist getting caught up in a rhetoric that circumscribes 
a discursive space marked by oppositions such as regressive-progres
sive and old-new. Yet I would willingly-- no, enthusiastically-- coop
erate with others like Joe who want to attend to the material condi
tions of our work. 
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Thomas Reynolds 

TRAINING BASIC WRITING 

TEACHERS: INSTITUTIONAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 

ABSTRACT: The training ef basic writing teachers, discussed in the past as an effort bul1t on 
improved knowledge of linguistic, cognitive and other kinds ef factors related to basic wn'ters, has 
received less attention recently. With recent work emphasizing ways that basic wn'ting gains 
definition in local contexts, training is here discussed pn'ncipally as an institutional effort. Teachers 
might improve instruction, as well as institutional standing, ef basic wn'ting on local campuses 
by conceiving ef training as occurn'ng within and influencing institutional structures. 

When looking back at the history of American composition in
struction, one discovers that the notion of writing instruction as 
remediation was present from the late 19th Century, when Harvard 
required incoming freshmen to take a writing course that would ad
dress weaknesses found in entrance exam essays (Connors, Berlin). 
Unfortunately, little exists in the archives about how the early teachers 
of these courses, usually graduate students, were trained. Betty P. Pylik, 
in a recent discussion of writing teacher training in this period, de
scribes how awareness developed quickly in the emerging field of 
English that training was an issue that graduate programs would have 
to address, but one that few programs actually acted on (6-8). 

The field of "basic writing," on the other hand, locates its begin
nings, as Deborah Mutnick recently noted, in the era since the 1960' s, 
when non-white working-class students of various ethnicities and races 
entered higher education in greater numbers (71). Partly as an exten
sion of earlier sentiments about the need for training good composi
tion instructors, but also as part of the move to create an informed 
view of teaching those writers labeled as "basic," discussions emerged 
fairly early on in this time over how best to carry out such training. 
Editor Sarah D'Eloia devoted the entire Spring/Summer issue of Jour
nal of Basic Writing to this topic in 1981, a statement of how important 
training was considered to be by the relatively new field. Discussions 
have moved beyond, or away from, many of the concerns raised in 
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1981, but what D'Eloia says in her introduction still holds up remark
ably well: 

While there are important similarities in the programs, we do 
not yet appear, as a profession, to have reached a consensus 
about that balance and synthesis of writing, critical reading, 
teaching writing, and hard information about various subjects 
which will best prepare the beginning teacher of basic writ
ing. Nor do we seem agreed on the kinds of experience and 
information useful- and perhaps rather readily accessible- to 
teachers of writing in general and other kinds of experience 
and information in addition that may be necessary for those 
who will teach at the college level across barriers of dialect, 
language, and almost complete inexperience with writing (2). 

D'Eloia' s comment suggests a" consensus" that in significant ways 
has not come about in the last twenty years. Should training empha
size linguistic knowledge? literacy training? composition? writing 
within subject areas? all of this? -answers are difficult and depend on 
a great many factors. 

Perhaps recent trends in the field toward local conceptualization 
of basic writing suggest that consensus around some of the major con
cerns of training basic writing teachers will not come soon, if at all. If, 
as Laura Gray-Rosendale has shown, even the ways that "basic writ
ers" are identified has been persistently problematic (6-11), then it is 
difficult to imagine that a uniform approach to training will fit the dif
ferent versions of instruction appropriate for these students. Like in
struction itself, the training of basic writing teachers may be viewed 
productively as training for particular circumstances in particular in
stitutions. 

Still, in attempting to share knowledge across institutions, I be
lieve that a productive framework for such a discussion can be pro
vided by taking a look at where most basic writing teachers go to work 
each day. Our local institutions, although different in significant ways, 
may hold more common interests than are generally acknowledged 
when considering the importance of training basic writing teachers. 
Across institutions, training concerns a number of constituencies op
erating within an identifiable structure. Although no one structure is 
typical, a school might operate, for example, with top-level adminis
trators concerned about retention of students, writing program admin
istrators and faculty concerned with creating a program with a com
mon vision of good instruction operative across sections, adjunct teach-
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ers seeking decent, worthwhile employment while holding together 
often complex lives, and perhaps graduate teachers with varying lev
els of experience who seek knowledge and need training that will ben
efit them in a tough job market. Students, another major stakeholder 
in every institution, are generally uninvolved in teacher training, and 
should be more often. Admittedly, the interests of these groups are 
neither as unitary nor as easily divided as I've indicated here. Adjunct 
teachers, for example, are more often than not interested in scholar
ship that makes their teaching jobs interesting and meaningful for them. 
Different schools will have different constituent groups and interests 
that bring them to their work, but I want to suggest that effective basic 
writing teacher training involves recognition of the structures that we 
work within. 

If one mark of basic writing instruction is, as I believe, to be at the 
center of diverse interests looking to exercise control over access to 
higher education institutions, then training represents one of the more 
important considerations of this field. Whether we gain access to re
sources that allow us to go about training, how we go about it, how we 
conceive of its purpose, how it exists within larger structures, both 
institutionally and socially - these are difficult and important ques
tions. Although we are pressed from within the field to make instruc
tion relevant and affirming of student linguistic backgrounds and in
terests, we work within institutions that often continue to identify and 
either raise or lower the gate for students according to standards formed 
with the beginnings of the composition course in this country. How
ever we, as college teachers, work out issues such as those posed by 
D'Eloia, we do so from positions within institutions. 

Here I discuss training as a gesture made within institutional 
power structures that can be influenced in various ways in order to 
help bring about good basic writing instruction. Effective training of 
teaching assistants and other instructors for basic writing courses in
volves recognizing and working within the criss-cross of interests held 
by individual "players" in order to meet the needs of students. I write 
here from my fairly deep experience in one institution, the University 
of Minnesota General College, where I have worn the many "hats" 
(tutor, graduate teacher, non-tenure track teacher, co-coordinator, fac
ulty member) of the well-supported basic writing program and par
ticipated in teacher training for over a decade. Although my discus
sion is heavily informed by this experience, I in no way wish to dis
count other models and environments for the training of teachers. Nor 
do I pretend to offer here a comprehensive approach to basic writing 
teacher training. Instead, I offer questions, observations and discus
sion with the hope that others will re-consider training as an institu
tional presence made visible through their own campus configurations 
of basic writing instruction, recognizing and acting on locally conceived 
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priorities. 

How do we approach teaching and training? 

Teacher training is likely to be viewed differently depending on 
how one fits into it- as a faculty trainer, as a graduate student teacher, 
or as an adjunct. We each bring our interests and needs to an effort 
that takes shape through the processes of involvement and learning 
that make up the training. In my experience, training works most ef
fectively when addressing diverse interests under a common program
matic banner. 

Honoring the diverse interests of all participants raises a primary 
question of how individual interests might be brought into balance 
with institutional concerns. One tendency that I have observed in many 
training sessions is for less experienced teachers to rely on the one thing 
that all academics hold in common, their own more or less successful 
institutional writing pasts. Although success may have come with great 
difficulties along the way, teachers have been achievers as writers in 
school contexts. How should we, as teachers of students who have 
been identified in wider college and university settings as "under-pre
pared," value that experience? The question does not suggest a re
sponse that easily embraces the institutional term and reinforces the 
long history of condescending, unjust instructional practices that start 
and end with student "failure" as the operative term. Rather, a critical 
examination of our own writing history that places us in the position 
of teacher within this institution can play a part in developing more 
just conditions for writing instruction. 

As a start, teacher training for basic writing courses might be 
thought of as a process of both engaging and dis-engaging one's own 
history as a writing student. What do I mean by this paradoxical state
ment? Sometimes, when talking with teachers in training, there is a 
tendency (a natural, intelligent one) to fall back on the example pro
vided by a favorite teacher or class in order to build an approach that 
will now work for us. Of course it's great to remember and gain inspi
ration from excellent or heroic teachers. Mike Rose draws on such an 
experience in Lives on the Boundary when he recalls a committed teacher 
who took him seriously enough to discover that he was a misplaced 
vocational track student. Engagement with this kind of life-changing 
individual history can only make us better teachers. In many cases, 
mine included, looking at one's writing instruction history is also a 
matter of acknowledging class and race privilege and factors that led 
to owning and participating in institutional practices. Providing in
structors a way to place such history into dialogue with already-set 
program goals and assumptions seems necessary for a program's 
growth and an individual teacher's development of useful teaching 
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instincts. 
More than merely an individual matter, however, teacher train

ing might also be envisioned as a space where the history of the broadly 
conceived institution itself is held up to scrutiny, and so our individual 
histories become a matter of continuing, or interrupting that history. 
Similarly, Wendy Swyt, drawing on the work of Jennifer Gore and oth
ers, has written of the need for teachers to interrogate the ways that we 
create, and are created by, our "authority" as teachers within institu
tions (32). To approach teacher training with this idea in mind is to 
recognize the ways that privilege can unthinkingly become part of the 
teaching assumptions that are, in a sense, awarded with institutional 
teaching positions. For members of groups that have traditionally been 
on the "inside" of the project of higher education, examination of the 
ways that more advantaged writing histories have contributed to ex
clusionary practices may help to analyze and improve those condi
tions in the future. Gaining awareness that speaking and writing a 
home dialect that has been valorized in institutional literacy situations 
to the exclusion of others, for example, may help teachers conceive of 
teaching as an activity with different institutional responsibilities than 
if such knowledge were ignored or left unsaid. 

In a similar vein, remembering that we continue to learn, as wn·t
ers, can also be a productive way to position oneself in relation to insti
tutional assumptions. Sharing the struggle of writing, which always 
involves working through immediate problems and learning new ways 
to solve or deal with them, is a valuable part of the close connections 
we form with students in our classes. Lynn Bloom has captured the 
power of such sharing in her 1990 article, "Finding Family, Finding A 
Voice: A Writing Teacher Teaches Writing Teachers." Student com
ments to Bloom indicated that her frank sharing with her students over 
her own and their writing led to a powerful learning experience that 
was not achievable through mere reading about teaching (10-11). By 
making visible what the institution considers invisible work for teach
ers who are also writers, Bloom significantly interrupts the institutional 
status quo. Outside of the classroom, such moments might be found 
in teacher training sessions during which written work such as class 
assignments, conference presentations and notebook entries are shared 
and treated as writing. 

Facing our institutional writing histories also includes those many 
idiosyncratic, non-systematic moments of learning that are not neces
sarily reproducible in our own teaching of writing. In my case, I'll 
always remember my freshman humanities teacher who was some
times so involved with our text for the day that he found himself in the 
corner, lecturing to the wall. I found his unconventionality quite ap
pealing and indeed inspiring for me as a person learning to read and 
write more effectively. Never questioning his method, and loving his 
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intensity, I knew simply that what this guy did worked for me. But is 
this an approach that I should adopt for my basic writing students? I 
don't think so. At least not without serious thought and discussion. I 
would want to discuss with colleagues how this approach, when taken 
out of my own experience and placed into my basic writing class, would 
create an institutional identity for me that might (would, definitely!) 
seem strangely remote and indulgent to a group of students, many of 
whom already find college a dislocating, remote experience. 

Increasing our odds of success with learners of all sorts (basic 
writers) should also involve looking outside our experience and learn
ing about what others have thought about and studied. As Susanmarie 
Harrington and Linda Adler-Kassner have documented, much research 
exists on the single trait, namely "error," that continues to mark stu
dents as basic writers. Harrington and Adler-Kassner convincingly 
argue that lack of engagement with such work or the work ahead of us 
is to block mobilization in professional and public forums (20). Train
ing of basic writing teachers can effectively begin, or continue, the work 
of communicating our knowledge on such basic issues. Encouraging 
observation and study of such issues within a program gives credit to 
teachers who are participating, whether consciously or not, in a charged 
political and social effort to provide access to powerful literacy chan
nels. 

Focus on what others have studied is also a tacit acknowledg
ment that individuals and groups differ in their identity with, and par
ticipation in, the life of any college. Conceiving of training as an effort 
that connects teachers to texts that promote change of past institutional 
inequalities is parallel to the efforts that many basic writing teachers 
make with their students. In a recent article, for example, Tom Fox 
studies African American students at Chico who simultaneously em
brace and change the institution by way of exposure to, and encour
agement around the use of, texts and rhetorics that demonstrate resis
tance (79-85). Similarly, teacher training can encourage teachers to be 
aware of and make useful for their teaching those professional voices 
(like Fox's) that challenge unjust and non-productive literacy practices 
of the past. 

In addition to recovering moments of past individual writing in
struction that might be made meaningful for students, then, disengage
ment from our own histories and a tum to researched methods is an 
important starting point for training. It is possible, and I'd argue, nec
essary, when training to teach basic writing both to hold on to mean
ingful strands of personal institutional literacy history and also learn 
from researched methods and positions insofar as each plays a part in 
creating an institutional identity with which to approach teaching. 

I also remember that encountering research as an inexperienced 
teacher can be a daunting experience that closes, rather than opens, 
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good possibilities for teaching. If a teaching approach appeared in 
print, then it must be worth a try in my classes, I probably thought at 
one time. I'm sure that such thinking has led to a few awkward, Andy 
Kaufman-in-the-ring (minus Kaufman's brilliance) type of teaching 
experiences for me when I did not run my "informed" thoughts by 
colleagues. On this level, a thoughtful practice of teaching involves 
some weighing of what has been researched against one's own incli
nations to act differently. Training sessions, with both experienced 
and less experienced teachers collectively participating in this dialogue, 
can help us all to make good choices and take good chances. Sensitiv
ity to the needs of different teacher training participants involves not 
only an engagement with past successes, but encouragement of inno
vative practices. Experimentation is always part of a teacher's devel
opment and encouraging teacherly imagination can aid already-tested 
methodologies. Placing our individual histories, impulses, and insights 
into conversation with existing knowledge about teaching basic writ
ers will make training an exercise that also moves the field forward 
with better teaching. 

How should (and can) training be positioned within 
any one institution? 

Approaches to teacher training in any one location will pragmati
cally involve interests and concems of faculty and instructors, admin
istrators, and, most important, the students who will receive the in
struction. Richard Miller has written about the need to recognize that 
we work within institutions with deep histories and administrative 
structures that we ignore at the risk of being defined by those forces. 
Participation in these structures can be "entirely unglamorous" and 
"utterly anonymous", as Miller indicates, but teacher training is one 
way that basic writing teachers hold power to influence that structure 
in order to improve conditions for students. · 

In my own setting, it has made sense to try to join training, where 
possible, to administrative interests or initiatives. In a field that is of
ten viewed by others within the academy with suspicion, training of 
basic writing teachers, when conceived of as part of a viable institu
tional entity among others on campus, can function as cement that joins 
basic writing programs to larger, sometimes more permanent or pow
erful administrative structures. 

Heads of basic writing programs, who in this sense are also ad
ministrators of sorts, need to take the lead and think carefully about 
what role training plays on campus. At the University of Minnesota 
General College, this has often meant pioneering training that other 
programs or departments might emulate, conducting at least part of 
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the training through a formal course offered to all interested graduate 
students, whether teaching in our program or not, and involving other 
college groups in our training. On this latter point, for example, the 
writing coordinators invite the writing center to join the teachers in 
training sessions in order to promote a functional, effective working 
relationship that makes sense to all involved. We also encourage the 
writing consultants who work in the writing center to be intellectual 
collaborators. llndergraduate students themselves, they often provide 
ideas and insights that we (teachers) need to hear and work into our 
sometimes more distanced observations and plans. In the exchange, 
otherwise distant institutional structures are given faces and voices 
that encourage 1collaboration. All these efforts hold value not only as 
good training but also as ways to make basic writing more integral to 
a particular school's institutional structure. Pointing out to college
level administmtors that such work is also work on retention, since 
better instruction and support of students should result in higher re
tention rates, joins the interests of the writing program to those of ad
ministrators. 

I also recognize, of course, that different campus situations have 
more or less contentious relations with administrators who would 
rather see basic writers disappear from campuses than help them suc
ceed. In other situations, supportive administrators are forced into 
comers by legislative bodies. Working conditions in these kinds of 
situations do not always allow for the luxury of gathering constituents 
together and talking over their work. Ensuring survival of the courses 
themselves takes up time that might be spent planning and conduct
ing training. Training itself suggests a certain well-preparedness and 
stolidity that can make a political statement about longevity (the pro
gram will improve over time), quality instruction (do administrators 
really want this?), and improved working conditions (at whose ex
pense?, the question is often immediately raised). Denial of the possi
bility of conducting training likely places any basic writing program 
in a more tentative institutional position. It is the positioning within 
often contradictory institutional forces, always with an eye on program 
survival, that makes basic writing teacher training a complex effort. 
And one that immediately involves participants' political sensibilities. 

How is training tied in with formation of community? 

Teacher training works well when a community of basic writing 
teachers, with regular lines of communication and opportunities for 
sharing teaching strategies, successes, and frustrations become part of 
the work landscape. I've learned from teachers that I work with that 
training in our institution is welcome as an ongoing part of doing the 
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job rather than as a single how-to-run-the-dishwasher type training 
that might take place in a week-long pre-semester session. To this 
end, following up pre- or post-semester training with regular, infor
mal meetings during the semesters provides our instructors a chance 
to develop as practicing teachers who talk to other practicing teachers. 
This is different, and often more effective, than gathering occasionally 
to read a common journal article or talk about a current method dis
covered at a conference. But these activities, too, might be fair game 
and provide a way to talk about what is actually working in our classes. 
Since received knowledge about basic writing is only made meaning
ful in its present application (is this something that will work here and 
now for my students?), communication about classroom moments, the 
moments of practice that are at the same time embedded with theo
retical foundations, also improves teacher training efforts. 

Debate of priorities and desired outcomes within a program plays 
a role in mediating these discussions. As a matter of institutional life, 
such talk provides the possibility that some propositions produced from 
it might then work their way (via faculty or support staff forums, for 
example) into other institutional structures and actively shape basic 
writing instruction. Who holds power to enter voices into certain in
stitutional forums is of great consequence in this view, a point that 
faculty and administrators need to consider and act on. In our col
lege, for instance, adjunct faculty are in the process of forming a stand
ing college committee, partly as a way to improve access to such fo
rums. Creating conditions for teachers that encourage participation in 
institutional life is important to creating a sense of a program working 
together toward improved instruction. 

Longer training sessions at the beginning and end of each year 
can also be effective when they stem from our teachers' classes and 
discussions, some of which have already been started in earlier small
group sessions or hallway discussions. As teachers of our particular 
program's students, we tackle concerns such as dealing with assign
ment sequences and reading strategies, addressing the problem of chal
lenging all of our incredibly different students in our sections, grading 
student work, and making our classes inviting multicultural spaces 
for learning. Creating larger workshop spaces for more thoughtful, 
engaged reflection during a time when classes are not in session en
courages teachers to take the time to make improvements to their 
courses. 

Our training sessions have become increasingly conscious of in
stitutional conditions enacted by training procedures. In our program, 
training is almost always interactive, as often put together by gradu
ate or adjunct volunteers as faculty, around issues arising from the 
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teaching in the program. When working out responses to such issues, 
creating an environment that recognizes the ways that teaching load, 
rank, identity issues, and power, generally, play a part is important for 
maintaining a sense that we are a group not only working toward the 
goal of good instruction but also a group that performs this work with 
differences. Our discussions include such immediate concerns as who 
is paid for doing what, and who has time and resources for getting 
certain tasks done. Although attention to this kind of concern can add 
to meeting times, it helps to externalize institutional considerations 
that can otherwise lead to hidden resentment and outright hostility. 

We do not always arrive at common approaches or solutions to 
problems -consensus is difficult to achieve on this level, as it is across 
institutional realities. One recent discussion in our program, for ex
ample, of a classroom problem involving what constituted "free speech" 
and "respectful speech" resulted in different teachers siding with vari
ous ethical, legal, and pragmatic analyses. Inconclusive discussions 
are, however, brought within the range of propositions that our insti
tution works with as providing instruction to our group of basic writ
ers. It also helps us that we have written a collective mission state
ment for our program that we may refer to as we contend among our
selves. We agree to disagree at times, but with the understanding that 
our discussions have aired issues that will continue to be worked on 
with a focus on our own student writers. 

How can training provide opportunities for 
professionalization? 

Professionalization opportunities are also important for renew
ing and improving the collective local knowledge that shapes our pro
gram. Above I mentioned community - I know how hard it is to cre
ate a local community in some cases because there is only one person 
teaching basic writing on campus or because other circumstances work 
against it. Like many adjuncts, I have held part-time work in a college 
where I never had the opportunity to meet other teachers in the pro
gram. Fortunately, at least in my experience, the active national com
munity of basic writing instructors welcomes and values the contribu
tions of instructors of different academic ranks. Informing instructors 
of the Basic Writing Special Interest Group at 4C' s, the listserv devoted 
to basic writing (CBW-L), and the journals in the field (most directly, 
foumal ofBasic Wn'fbzgand BWe-foumal, but also composition journals, 
Teaching English in the Two- Year College, foumal of Developmental Educa
tion, Research in the Teaching of Developmental EducaHon, and others) 
provides ways for folks to enter and become involved with the field on 
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a level beyond the local campus. 
Involving publishers, too, can put folks in touch with editors and 

authors of textbooks and hopefully influence future approaches. 
McGraw-Hill's recently implemented listserv discussion, for which a 
shorter version of this piece was first conceived, is a good example of a 
forum connecting people from around the country who otherwise 
would not have the chance to talk to each other. Extending conversa
tions held in these kinds of venues to local institutions via training 
gives a sense of timeliness and often a feeling of confirmation that many 
issues do cut across institutions. Funding trips to conferences in order 
to learn more with peers might also be considered training, especially 
for those in isolated campus situations. Although such connections 
might not substitute for same-campus collegiality, establishing con
nections and holding conversations with people of like institutions can 
serve some of the same purposes. 

Closer to home, professionalization opportunities can include 
helping teachers appreciate and get credit for their expertise within 
the institution. Our teachers document their teaching practices and 
other activities with a teaching portfolio that is read annually by su
pervisors. Innovative assignments, course syllabi, classroom observa
tion letters, teaching philosophy statements, and other documented 
activities form the basis for the portfolio. Besides providing a good 
way to collect and document their work and growth in the job, instruc
tors rely on their portfolios for job searches and setting new goals. 
Portfolios provide a way for individuals to show how their training 
activities and individual efforts have had an impact on their teaching 
and so on the institution. 

How does training participate in creating literacy 
conditions for instructors and students? 

Complicating the picture of what to tackle on a micro level with 
teachers is our field's knowledge that whatever we end up doing par
ticipates in re-creating (or changing) institutional conditions of stu
dents seeking to gain literacy that will help them in material ways. 
Good leadership in training can function as a signal to teachers that a 
well-considered direction is being set by administrators, and that the 
training itself represents an effective first step for overall goals to be 
met by the entire program. 

Training efforts often benefit from finding ways to make pro
gram work visible as part of larger literacy processes, an effort that 
involves gaining a window on non-institutional sites of literacy. One 
way that this can happen is through talk to literacy researchers and 
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workers outside of our own institutions. I remember how, when Shirley 
Brice Heath made a visit to our campus and talked about one of her 
ethnography projects, I began to see the work of our program as sig
nificant within a larger framework but also in need of a better under
standing of our students' reading backgrounds. Moments like these 
are important to the foregrounding of close-by contexts within a larger, 
connected field of literacy. 

Understanding training as an act of opening up for, rather than 
"clamping down on," teachers, serves to open conversations that lead 
back into the program's work, as I've suggested above, but also out
side of the program. Jeanne Gunner, ina 1999 MPA article called "Iden
tity and Location: A Study of WPA Models, Memberships, and Agen
das," raises the issue of program administrators needing to break out 
of the" insularity" of their own programs. For basic writing programs, 
the work of establishing orientations to outside forces that affect our 
work such as technological trends, legislative directives, and commu
nity socio-economic realities, as well as making inroads into other pro
fessional conversations (one of Gunner's primary concerns), starts with 
training that values an openness .to what lies beyond our own pro
grams. Training provides an opportunity to discuss and begin to con
ceive of influencing the conversations that shape basic writing instruc
tion. Helping instructors see that their local work really does mean 
something in the larger debate about access and definition of educa
tion and literacy gives a sense of the importance of the project of teach
ing basic writing. 

Sally Barr Ebest has found that writing program administrators 
across the country, when surveyed about graduate school preparation 
for their jobs, recommend internships and a course in writing program 
administration for students intending to become writing program ad
ministrators in order to fully prepare them for WP A work. Ebest her
self points to an internship with Marilyn Sternglass in a basic writing 
program as an important part of her own training (81). As far as com
position and basic writing overlap, this recommendation also makes 
sense for graduate students seeking employment as basic writing teach
ers. Training teachers for basic writing courses involves an education 
in how to work effectively within local institutional structures. Much 
of the work that training does relies on experience in a particular lo
cale and a sensitive reading of the possibilities within the institution. 
Can such knowledge be taught in a classroom or through internship at 
an institution that might be unlike the one where they will hopefully 
find more permanent work? I think it can be a good start. I end with 
some questions that I hope will aid people who perform this work. 
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Possible Discussion Questions About Teacher Training 

Facing Our Own Writing Student Pasts 

What worked for us as students and why? What might be car
ried over? 

Where can our past teachers and their methods be placed among 
possible approaches? 

How did our own relative institutional privilege, or lack of privi
lege, play a part in achieving success as writers/ college students? 

What beliefs about writing and literacy instruction have we de
veloped through our own student experiences? 

Training Within Local Institutional Structures 

What do our campus administrators (at various levels) expect 
from the basic writing program or classes? How much of this kind of 
knowledge is available and visible? 

What kind of training will improve overall instructional climate, 
not only for writing teachers but for all? 

What alliances with the basic writing program are possible/ de
sirable within the institution (Writing Center, Special Programs for 1'1 

generation students, Writing Across the Curriculum initiatives, reten
tion initiatives)? 

What alliances are possible outside of the institution? 

Creating a Community of Basic Writing Instructors 

How is training perceived by instructors? Do they have a stake 
in what happens? 

What are the regular lines of communication established for the 
discussion of basic writing instruction on the campus (within the pro
gram and beyond)? 

How are power differences among instructors acknowledged and 
managed? 

Is there a central on-line location for basic writing instructors? 
Do instructors have knowledge of, and support for entering, pro

fessional communities? 
How can the sense of community extend to non-writing class in

structors who also teach basic writers in their courses? 
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Organizing Training Sessions 

What topics matter to instructors? What do they say they want 
to discuss? 

What topics, if any, need to be included (Approaches to student 
error? Dialect issues? Classroom workshop techniques? Approaches 
to reading for writing? Accommodating students with disabilities? 
Teaching with available technology?)? 

How are sessions organized and run? Who gains de facto expert 
status? 

Viewing Training as Part of Larger Literacy Processes 

How does the training on any campus contribute to current de
bates within the field? 

How does the training on any campus contribute to current na
tional/ international literacy debates? 

How does training value difference? 
How can training extend to learning about larger literacy pro

cesses? 

Professionalization 

Do instructors have ways to see their work as valuable and them-
selves as experts? 

What kind of mentoring channels exist? 
Do research projects extend to non-tenure track faculty? 
How can graduate students join the work of teaching basic writ

ing to their graduate studies? 

Note: As has been indicated, a shorter version of this article appeared 
as a position statement prompt discussion on a new listserv for BW 
teachers sponsored by McGraw-Hill and overseen by Laura Gray
Rosendale. To subscribe to that list via the World Wide Web, visit http:/ 
/ mailman.eppg.com/ mailman/listinfo /teaching_ basic_ writing - or, 
via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to 
teaching_basic_writing-request@mailman.eppg.com 
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Donald McCrary 

SPEAKING IN TONGUES: 

USING WOMANIST SERMONS 

AS INTRA-CULTURAL 

RHETORIC IN THE WRITING 

CLASSROOM 

ABSTRACT: This article explores how womanist sermons - produced by womanist theologians 
who create neUJ texts and analyze exishng texts using a womanist henneneuhcs that locates and 
resists mulHple oppressions - can be used in the wn't1ng classroom with other-literate students 
to help them produce hybn'd discourse that problemahzes and expands what is acceptable and 
progressive rhetonc within the academy. RepresenHng student discussions of womanist sennons 
and analyzing students' "secular sennons, "the arhde demonstrates how explonng womanist 
sennons can help non-tradi hon al students create provocative and analyflcal essays that u Hlize a 
much faller range of their linguisHc capabiliHes. 

Many writing theorists and critical pedagogues question the effi
cacy and ultimate effectiveness of privileging academic discourse and 
forcing it upon other-literate students - a term that designates some
one who might be treated as an outsider in society, including school, 
because his or primary language, culture, and perspective are consid
ered non-mainstream. Regarding other-literate students and language 
acquisition, Marilyn Cooper and Michael Holzman argue that "the 
particular languages of academic discourse exclude students who come 
from backgrounds other than young, white middle class American" 
(205). Keith Gilyard, resisting the academic discourse immersion ap
proach, supports an educational "setting in which teachers genuinely 
accept [students) as they come and respect them enough not to sell 
them myths of simple assimilation" (164). Victor Villanueva, also chal
lenging the enculturation of other-literate students into academic. dis
course, believes that "when we demand a certain language, a certain 
dialect, and a certain rhetorical manner ... we seem to be working counter 
to the cultural multiplicity that we seek" (183). Patricia Bizzell is an
other theorist who encourages both cultural and linguistic multiplic-
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ity in the writing classroom, significantly problematizing and refining 
the relation between academic discourse and the other-literate student. 
Recently Bizzell has suggested that "it may no longer be necessary to 
inculcate traditional academic discourse. Rather, what is needed is more 
help for students in experimenting with discourse forms that mix the 
academic and non-academic ... " ("Basic" 5). Labeling this mixed dis
course "hybrid academic discourse," Bizzell is careful to note that while 
she recognizes academic discourse as fluid and contested, the "con
stant" of academic discourse is its "privileged social position" (6). 
Moreover, like Gilyard, Bizzell acknowledges that utilizing hybrid dis
course or mastering standard English will not guarantee "school suc
cess, economic opportunity and political power" for marginalized or 
other-literate people (7). Nonetheless, Bizzell champions hybrid dis
courses because they create opportunities for doing new and exciting 
intellectual work by offering alternative ways of meaning making. Ac
cording to Bizzell, these "new discourse forms" are 

openly subjective, incorporating an author's emotions and 
prejudices, forms that seek to find common ground among 
opposing positions rather than setting them against one an
other head to head, forms that deviate from the traditional 
grapholect by using language that is informal, that includes 
words from other languages, that employs cultural references 
from the wide variety of world cultures rather than only the 
canonical Western tradition, and so on. ("Hybrid" 12) 

Like Bizzell, I believe that students should be encouraged to ex
periment with hybrid discourses because they more accurately reflect 
the complex linguistic abilities that students- in particular other-liter
ate students-possess. Bizzell makes note of "the profound cultural 
mixing that has already occurred in the United States" ("Basic" 9), and 
one site that clearly evidences social, cultural, historical, and linguistic 
mixing or hybridity is the intra-cultural rhetoric of African Americans. 

While inter-cultural rhetoric has gained currency as a field of in
quiry in English studies because of proponents of hybridity and con
tact zone teaching such as Mary Louise Pratt who advocates linguistic 
communication and acquisition between cultures (64), and Bizzell who 
sees teaching intercultural rhetoric as a way to solve "the problem of 
how to build bridges from academic content to the prior knowledge 
that students from less privileged social groups bring to schools" 
("Theories" 3), intra-cultural rhetoric- discourses that people engage 
in among each other or within their own cultures or communities
might be more fruitful to explore with other-literate students because 
when using ultra-cultural rhetoric a speaker/writer might employ 
mainstream or standard language as one of its linguistic options but 
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he or she would privilege the non-mainstream culture and language 
of his/her own community. Moreover, speakers and writers of intra
cultural rhetoric have a sociopolitical commitment and aim to educate 
and empower members of their own cultural or ethnic group. Study
ing intra-cultural rhetoric demonstrates to other-literate students that 
people like them employ a variety of linguistic strategies, including 
standard English, to communicate and achieve goals within society 
while honoring and utilizing their own cultural capital. 

One form of intra-cultural rhetoric that has proven useful with 
my developmental writing students is womanist sermons. W omanist 
sermons are created primarily by black women who practice womanist 
theology, which I have explained elsewhere as a praxis that derives 
from Alice Walker' s womanism and "concerns itself with the faith, 
survival, and freedom struggle of African-American women" (531). 
Womanist theologians credit Alice Walker's womanism with inspir
ing them to construe and construct theology differently because 
Walker's creed exhorts black women to band together to combat the 
oppressions they face in society, including those visited upon them by 
black men and white women (xi-xii). 

Like their secular counterparts in the womanist movement, black 
churchwomen- clergy and laypersons-were faced with discrimina
tion by white men and traditional Christian theologies, by black men 
and liberation theology, and by white women and feminist theology. 
Appropriating Walker's womanism, which spoke to the "tridimen
sional reality of race/ sex/ class oppression" that many black women 
faced, black female theologians fashioned a womanist theology that 
represented their unique positions as theorists and practitioners of the 
Judeo-Christian tradition. Jacquelyn Grant, who many credit as the 
first black women to establish a definition of and parameters for 
"womanist theology" offered this explanation of its function in 1989: 

To accent the difference between Black and White women's 
perspective in theology, I maintain that Black women scholars 
should follow Alice Walker by describing our theological ac
tivity as "womanist theology." It accents, as Walker says, our 
being responsible, in charge, outrageous and audacious enough 
to demand the right to think theologically and to do it inde
pendently of both White and Black men and White women. 
(White Women 's 209) 

In creating a theology that represented black women, womanist 
theologians formulated a radical biblical hermeneutics- heretofore 
called womanist hermeneutics-that not only opposed multiple op
pressions but also spoke to the lived experiences of African-American 
women. For example, womanist theologians, examining the Bible 
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through a black female-centered lens, privilege the story of Hagar, the 
Egyptian slave who is forced by the patriarch Abraham and his barren 
wife Sarah to produce a male heir for Abraham. The theologian Delores 
Williams interprets the Hagar story as revealing" predicaments of pov
erty, sexual and economic exploitation, surrogacy, domestic violence, 
homelessness, rape, motherhood, single-parenting, ethnicity and meet
ings with God" that represent the reality of many black women (5). 
Another instance of womanist hermeneutics is challenging the focus 
on sacrifice and suffering in the journey of Jesus Christ. JoAnne Terrell, 
for example, advises against strong identification with Jesus' suffer
ing, privileging, instead, Christ's intercession because it "signals the 
end of the gospel ~tory and the beginning of Christ's significance for 
us, 'on our behalf"' (125). 

A primary source for transmitting womanist hermeneutics is the 
womanist sermon. In addition to sharing with congregants radical and 
empowering interpretations of the Bible and reinforcing traditional 
black sermonic features-emphasis on tone, style, diction, and struc
ture, for example-womanist sermons offer new textual opportunities 
-in particular written- for exploring appropriation and hybridity. I 
emphasize written texts because, as McHenry and Heath explain, black 
sermons have a" strong basis in literate sources," that are often ignored 
because "their oral performance has received the lion's share of atten
tion from scholars" (419). McHenry and Heath further explain that 
" [ n ]umerous written sources- spiritual, political, and rhetorical- pro
duced the skillful and memorable flourishes of the 'literary' that lay 
scattered within sermons delivered orally" (419). While literate sources 
are evident in spoken sermons, written sermons allow us to better ex
amine and analyze those sources, revealing the hybridity that is a cen
tral feature of the black sermon. Womanist sermons expand and 
problematize the linguistic, social, and spiritual functions of the tradi
tional black sermon, incorporating not only different English dialects, 
specific African-influenced linguistic strategies such as call and re
sponse and repetition, and traditional rhetorical strategies and struc
tures but also texts and ideas produced by women of all backgrounds 
that have been historically excluded from sermonic consideration. 

As intra-cultural rhetoric, womanist sermons are useful in the 
writing class because they represent familiar, accessible hybrid linguis
tic forms that are grounded in other-literate culture but cognizant of 
the language and culture of the dominant society. Moreover, these ser
mons offer provocative, liberating, critically conscious arguments and 
strategies for uplifting black women and other oppressed peoples. 

In this paper, I will represent the class discussion of two womanist 
sermons, and analyze two student essays in response to an assignment 
linked to the sermons we read. The first sermon the class discussed 
was "Mary of Bethany: The Best She Could" written by the Reverend 
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Suzan D. Johnson Cook. The Johnson Cook sermon is found in Preach
ing in Two Voices, a collection of sermons by the pastors Johnson Cook 
and William D. Watley, in which they alternate preaching eight ser
mons on the same Bible passages and topics, a structure that illustrates 
the multiple interpretive quality of the Bible. In her sermon, Johnson 
Cook explores John 12:1-8, a Bible passage that portrays Mary's anoint
ment of Jesus' feet with costly oils, an act for which she is upbraided 
by Judas Iscariot, who argues that the oil could have been sold and the 
money given to the poor. Jesus reprimands Judas and defends Mary, 
saying, "Let her alone, let her keep it for the day of my burial. The poor 
you always have with you, but you do not always have me" Gohn 
12:1-8). The overall idea or theme that Johnson Cook extracts from the 
passage is the importance of recognizing and accepting the different 
gifts that people, in particular women, have to offer. 

Johnson Cook introduces her sermon by using the motif of the 
Sunday family meal, which remains a significant cultural event in many 
African-American homes. Employing this cultural sign, Johnson Cook 
goes on to compare a nephew who was silenced at the dinner table by 
an elderly relative to Mary of Bethany whose generosity was summarily 
dismissed by Judas Iscariot. Although Johnson Cook employs tradi
tional linguistic strategies such as argument and exemplification, rep
etition, and metaphor to support her ultimate thesis-that the church 
should accept, recognize, and reward the contributions of women, in 
particular female pastors- she also uses non-traditional linguistic strat
egies such as black cultural awareness and identification, personal re
flection, and womanist hermeneutics to produce a hybrid text or dis
course that connects deeply and meaningfully with her audience. 

The second sermon the class discussed was "Wonderfully Made: 
Preaching Physical-Self Affirmation," written by Chandra Taylor Smith. 
In contrast to Johnson Cook's subtle progressions, Smith presents an 
overtly political sermon that nonetheless includes both traditional and 
non-traditional approaches to rhetorical meaning-making, including 
womanist hermeneutics, popular black cultural references, and pre
dominantly black scholarly authorities. Like Johnson Cook, Smith be
gins the sermon with the Bible passage under review, in her case Psalm 
139: 13-14, which reads as follows: "For you created my innermost be
ing; you knit me together in my mother's womb. I praise you because 
I am fearfully made; your works are wonderful, I know that full well." 
As the title of the sermon suggests, Smith uses the psalm to construct a 
sermon about the importance of physical self-affirmation for black 
women. Smith's' sermon addresses the pain black females suffer from 
being assaulted by mainstream standards of beauty. Smith argues that 
while God made black women beautiful, the racist society tries to deni
grate or deny that beauty: "What is 'in' does not always affirm our 
natural physical beauty that is of God. The normative Western ideal of 
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beauty has been historically designed by a racist as well as a sexist 
standard" (244). Smith's critique of hegemonic Western values serves 
to remind black women that their ideas of beauty are often imposed 
from without by a society that feels hatred toward them, a hatred that 
Smith imbeds in America's social and religious history (245). 

In what follows, I will represent the class discussion generated 
by our reading of the sermons. Then I will explain the formal essay 
assignment derived from the class exploration of womanist sermons. 
Finally, I will analyze two students essays produced in response to the 
sermon assignment. 

Class Discussion 

We began the discussion of womanist sermons by reading Suzan 
Johnson Cook's "Mary of Bethany: the Best She Could." I asked the 
students to read the sermon and write about what rhetorical strategies 
Johnson Cook was employing. Although we had discussed rhetorical 
strategies throughout the semester, students were unsure about what 
I was asking and many of them simply responded to what they liked 
about the sermon. I took this as an opportunity to connect with the text 
on the students' level of engagement, so I encouraged them to respond 
in whatever way they felt comfortable. An African-American female 
student said that she liked how the pastor talked about her family, in 
particular the Sunday family meal. "It reminds me of meals I've shared 
with my own family," the student said. Another student agreed that 
the beginning of the sermon was evocative of her own family, but she 
was surprised at Johnson Cook's stance about her nephew. "The min
ister at my church wouldn't have defended the boy. He would have 
said that the boy shouldn't have been talking with grown folks." An
other students echoed that comment, saying that her parents always 
taught her that children shouldn't talk around adults and that her 
church was the same way. A male student asked the class if they thought 
Johnson Cook was wrong to defend her nephew. A female student 
asked to hear his opinion, and the male student said that he had al
ways hated to be told to shut up when he was a child. He then re
marked, "Isn't womanism about being 'womanish/ and not having to 
hide how smart you are, even if you are young? Is the boy being fresh 
or out of line just because he has something to say?" We had talked at 
length about what Walker meant by "womanish" and most of the class 
agreed that she was talking about situations just like this one, in which 
children were silenced merely because they were children, which 
Walker believed was wrong. 

In order to begin helping the students to understand the sermon 
as rhetoric, I asked them what effect Johnson Cook's personal reflec-
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tion about the Sunday meal had on them as the audience. A young 
Haitian woman said that it made Johnson Cook seem more human to 
her because she still participated in the Sunday meal, which showed 
that she cared about family and tradition. Another student seconded 
this comment, saying that Johnson Cook was both traditional and non
traditional, that she had a non-traditional job for a woman, but she still 
did some traditional things. An older female student challenged 
Johnson Cook's narrative about the family meal. First, she said that 
she didn't believe that Johnson Cook always made or had time to be a 
part of the meal. Then, she said that her own pastor was always away 
at a conference or running out after church to do something else. Fi
nally, she said that if Johnson Cook was really such a prominent per
son then she probably didn't have time to be with her family that of
ten. I took the student's statement as another opportunity to talk about 
rhetorical strategies. I asked the students to consider that Johnson Cook 
could not attend the Sunday meal very often, or even that there was no 
weekly Sunday meal in her family. Why might she write that she did 
attend the meal and that it was important to her? The older student 
responded that she believed Johnson Cook wants the audience to see 
her as both a pastor and a regular woman, so she says that she attends 
the Sunday meal because she knows people will respect her for that. 
An African-American male student responded, "it sounds like you're 
saying that she has to stay in her place .. " The older student said, "I 
guess I am saying that. She is a womanist and all that, but she has to 
also be their pastor. If her church is anything like mine, then she has a 
lot to deal with being a woman. A lot of women won't like her acting 
like she's too big or too busy for the meal." 

Several students agreed with this assessment, which allowed me 
to discuss the family meal scenario as an element of introduction that 
serves several purposes in the sermon: It reinforces the sermonic theme, 
establishes the pastor's character or personality, and prepares the au
dience for unconventional womanist thinking. One student questioned 
whether Johnson Cook was actually that deliberative in her writing, 
arguing that pastors were simply "led by the spirit" in their sermons, 
not purposely constructing a sermon for specific effects. I responded 
that while traditional black preaching did incorporate spontaneity into 
its structure, most pastors planned their sermons, producing at the 
very least a structure or form to follow. I likened this type of preaching 
to jazz improvisation, by which the players understand the structure 
of the song but know how to play or improvise within that structure. I 
further explained that we were reading a written version of Johnson 
Cook's sermon, which was structured, developed, and revised, per
haps several or more times. While the sermon would change if actu
ally delivered it in front of an audience, Johnson Cook would make 
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sure that she included her key points and maintained a certain rela
tionship with the audience. I asked the students to read or hear ser
mons with the understanding that the writers or speakers are making 
deliberate, conscious choices to produce deliberate, conscious mean
ings or effects. 

After this discussion, students began to locate specific strategies 
in Johnson Cook's sermon, such as the use of cultural references and 
the consistent theme of female empowerment. When I asked the class 
to write about the rhetorical strategies in the next sermon we would 
discuss, Chandra Taylor Smith's "Wonderfully Made," they seemed 
much more confident and eager to do that work. 

The discussion surrounding the Smith sermon was more focused, 
but not without controversy or conflict. Many women in the class ap
preciated Smith's frank discussion of body image, societal standards, 
and self-love as obedience to God. They understood and appreciated 
how Smith makes her argument, selecting Bible passages that illus
trate God's desire for women to love themselves as they are. They also 
acknowledged and welcomed Smith's critique of women's magazines, 
especially her analysis of popular black magazines such as Essence and 
Ebony, which Smith argues perpetuate a destructive, white suprema
cist notion of beauty. One female student complained that the fashion 
industry promoted the "tall, skinny model-type," which was incom
patible with the body types of many non-white women. Another 
woman argued that even white women didn't look that way, explain
ing that few women are five-foot-nine and 110 pounds. This comment 
elicited both laughter and assent as people nodded their heads in agree
ment. However, one male student sheepishly complained that just be
cause he liked women who looked like models didn't mean that he 
was brainwashed; rather, he "naturally" liked women that way. After 
quieting the catcalls that greeted this remark, I asked the student what 
he meant by being naturally attracted to models. He explained that 
liking model-type women was merely the way he was, not something 
influenced by the media or the fashion industry. A Caribbean woman 
said that in her culture men liked women who were more curvy and 
"womanly" than American culture. She believed that what you found 
attractive was culturally grounded. I pointed out to the male student 
that the tall, thin model as a standard of beauty is a rather recent phe
nomenon in our society. For centuries, I explained, the Rubenesque 
woman was the standard of Western beauty. Even as recently as the 
fifties and early sixties, I continued, voluptuous women such as Marilyn 
Monroe, Elizabeth Taylor, and Jayne Mansfield were the epitome of 
mainstream beauty, and even today there are competing notions of 
what constitutes beauty, evidenced in, for example, the marketing of 
the female wrestler Chyna. The idea of beauty as a social construction 
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was an important topic, central to Smith's sermonic intent. I asked the 
student to analyze rhetorically how Smith supports or critiques this 
idea. 

Identifying Smith's use of outside sources, a female student 
pointed to Smith's inclusion of several authorities who analyzed the 
destructive standards of beauty in America and from where these stan
dards originated. One student noted Smith's use of the work of Joseph 
R. Washington who "traces the negative images of black people back 
to the mythology of the 'curse of Ham"' (qtd. in Smith 244). The stu
dent found this reference important because it not only illustrated the 
social construction of beauty or identity but also the dangers of racist 
biblical interpretations. The same student noted that Smith establishes 
and supports her argument about socially-constructed, white suprema
cist concepts of beauty by using a succession of authorities-Washing
ton, Margaret Miles, W.H. Grier, and P.M. Cobb-who all discuss some 
aspect of racist constructions of the inferior physical qualities of Afri
can-Americans. Another student pointed to Smith's interpretation of 
Psalm 139: 1-14, which Smith reads, unlike other biblical scholars, as a 
"song of praise and affirmation," not a lament (246). The student ad
mired Smith's ability to use or interpret the Bible passage to serve her 
own purposes, namely to impress upon the black female audience that 
"God has made your body, in all of its natural textures, colors, and 
curves beautiful to behold" (247). This was an important class moment 
because most of the students had some working knowledge of the Bible 
and Smith's radical interpretation reinforced the idea that textual mean
ing, even in a sacred text, is never fixed. 

Locating other instances of using source materials as a rhetorical 
strategy, several students applauded Smith use of Baby Suggs' call for 
radical self-love in Toni Morrison's Beloved to support her sermonic 
theme of positive self-affirmation in the midst of racist attitudes and 
assumptions. I asked the students to explain why they admired this 
rhetorical strategy, and a Puerto Rican female replied that most of 
Smith's audience had at least heard of the book, even if they hadn' t 
read it. Others, she continued, might have seen the movie. She herself 
knew about the book and movie because Oprah Winfrey devoted an 
entire show to promoting them. Another student explained that Be
loved was the type of book that you know you're supposed to admire, 
even if you don't know anything about it. She too admitted to seeing 
only the Oprah Winfrey show about the movie, but knew even before 
then that the book was considered important. She also knew that Toni 
Morrison was a great writer. A student asked her how she knew Toni 
Morrison was great if she hadn't read her, to which a young male stu
dent responded by saying that "there's a whole lot of white writers 
like Shakespeare and stuff that a lot of people haven't read, but no-
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body questions how great they are." Some of the students laughed, 
but the student was quite serious. He continued, saying, II some things 
you just know without actually really knowing because you live in the 
society. I guess it depends on how something might affect your life 
whether or not you should find out for yourself or not." We ended the 
conversation on that note, with my request that students consider seri
ously the student's idea and to write about what things in society they 
knew without really knowing and which of those things did they want 
to experience for themselves. 

Formal Assignment 

I asked students to write secular sermons in order to help them 
explore and implement the rhetorical strategies present in sermons 
without being restricted to religious arguments that would primarily 
be substantiated by the Bible. Through writing secular sermons, stu
dents can employ sermonic forms and strategies to organize and de
velop their arguments without discussing religious ideas that might 
impinge on private beliefs and practices. Here is the secular sermon 
assignment that I gave my students: 

As I believe you have come to understand, womanist sermons 
are, in essence, expository essays that present a specific idea 
and endeavor to persuade the audience to its point of view. 
Womanist sermons employ a radical biblical hermeneutics in 
order to present ideas important to black women's secular and 
sacred understanding. For this assignment, I want you to write 
a II secular sermon," that is, a non-religious text that argues a 
specific position or claim using the rhetorical strategies found 
in womanist sermons. For example, you might use outside 
sources, audience awareness, personal reflection, non-standard 
dialects, and repetition to present a position or thesis about 
school vouchers or the images in hip-hop music. You might 
explore an issue or idea about which the society is talking
Will our involvement in Columbia lead us into another Viet
nam? Should euthanasia be legalized? 

What you sermonize or II preach" about is up to you. Your only 
requirements are that you advance an idea or state an opinion, 
and attempt to use some of the rhetorical strategies that exist 
in the womanist sermons we discussed in class. 

The secular sermon assignment gives students the opportunity 
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to exercise their own understanding of language and writing, stand
ing upon a platform of knowledge from which to grasp the concepts of 
traditional and non-traditional rhetoric. Writing their own secular ser
mons helps students to understand better what they might already 
know about rhetoric, say, the five-paragraph essay style, and to em
brace opportunities for playing with what they already know. More
over, students might become more aware of and attentive to the audi
ence while writing secular sermons, which will help them to organize 
and develop their ideas. Overall, the secular sermon assignment offers 
students a structure that is by nature playful, which allows them to 
explore their own rhetorical awareness without the burden of institu
tionally imposed correctness or compliance. Before I discuss and ana
lyze the first student sermon, I want to note that I have masked the 
identities of the students I present here. 

Student Texts 

The first secular sermon I will analyze is about gays in the mili
tary. The writer, Tony, chooses a controversial topic, as many begin
ning writers do; however, Tony is able to make this topic meaningful 
for him by weaving personal reflection, source materials, and opinion 
throughout the essay, endowing it with insight and relevance beyond 
the rote "arguable thesis" essay assignment that is a staple of much 
basic and freshman writing instruction. Here Tony both prepares the 
audience for his argument and introduces his topic by explaining the 
societal oppression visited upon gays: 

In my life I have seen injustices. People making false accusa
tions about people they don' t even know. They force others to 
conceal their true feelings. To live a life structured by what 
other people feel should be the "norm." This is very difficult 
for many people. You try to hold back a feeling that is 
enchained in your soul. For many it is the life long struggle 
between what is the lesser of two evils. One example of this is 
the idea of living a life with an artificial awareness of oneself. 
The other is living the life of a homosexual and being chas
tised and ridiculed by others. This is especially true of the mili
tary. Gay men and women have to hide behind a facade of 
lies. 

Tony doesn't explicitly state his thesis in the current-traditional 
essay sense. Instead, he appeals to the audience's sense of fairness and 
compassion by discussing the mistreatment of gays in society, and the 
painful consequences of that treatment. Moreover, Tony shows that 
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the military mirrors the overall society in which gays are often forced 
to suffer closeted lives of quiet desperation or open lives of ridicule 
and abuse. Tony's political stance is supported by his reading of 
womanist sermons, which encourage the resistance of multiple oppres
sions in society, including homophobia and heterosexism. Although 
we did not read a specific sermon challenging homophobia or 
heterosexism, the sermons we did read all located oppressed groups 
within society and advocated for their freedom. For example, the 
Johnson Cook sermon champions the right of children and women to 
participate fully in society. A sermon we read by Susan Hagood Lee 
chronicles the struggle of a battered wife to liberate herself from her 
abusive husband and reject the idea that God ordains women to be 
subordinate to men. The Taylor Smith sermon resists mainstream im
ages of beauty and embraces the diverse beauty of African-American 
women. These sermons offer not only a structural but also an episte
mological guide for critique, a critique that is often complex and pro
vocative. 

We see this complexity and provocation in Tony's refusal to dis
cuss the issue in simple terms. Rather than claiming that being "out" 
solves a gay person's problems, Tony explains that both closeted and 
out gays face specific unenviable positions, on which he refuses to place 
a value judgment. This equivocal stance allows Tony to focus on the 
more provocative issue: that social climate and conditions, in particu
lar within the military, need to be altered so that all gays can live in 
peace and freedom. 

The next movement of the essay finds Tony using an outside 
source, " William Eskridege, a renowned legal scholar" to explain why 
the government might feel "that if you allow gays in the military, you 
open the doors to a haven of sexual abuse and misbehavior." How
ever, rather than challenging this uniformed fear of homosexual pro
miscuity in the armed services with another source or his own opin
ion, Tony uses a long personal reflection to show both that gays are 
not sexual predators and that the military is unnecessarily and un
justly homophobic: 

In 1995 I was unemployed and I couldn't find a job. My last 
hope was the armed forces. I had to take my physical with a 
group of other young men. Everyone was walking around in 
his skivvies. I was too overwhelmed by everything that I had 
to go through to even think of my sexuality, until, I had to see 
the Doctor on a one to one physical. 

Later in the narrative, Tony reveals that a sergeant asks him to 
fill out a form with this question crossed out: "Are you a homosexual 
or have enacted [engaged] in any homosexual act?" According to Tony, 
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the sergeant mentions the policy to him then takes "a long pause as 
though he were waiting for me to tell him something." Although Tony 
expects entrapment- "They could be using it as a ploy to catch people 
off guard with the question" -he is sworn in that very day, only to be 
informed weeks later that he was rejected for testing positive for drugs. 
Tony doesn't trust the test, however, and concludes that "[s]omething 
was really wrong. I felt the military was doing something underhanded. 
I was being singled out. I wear an obvious symbol [pink triangle] of 
the gay community, a symbol tattooed on persecuted gays during the 
holocaust. I knew that someone would know that." 

The hybrid or heteroglossic nature of Tony's text is influenced by 
his exposure to womanist sermons, in particular his use of personal 
reflection to make or undergird a political point or critique. Womanist 
sermons rely heavily on personal reflection and narrative but always 
in the service of a critical position. For example, Johnson Cook's "Sun
day meal" motif does serve to bring her closer to her congregation, but 
its larger point is about the unjust silencing of the young nephew, an 
idea that allows Johnson Cook to later challenge the silencing of women 
in the church and the greater society. Like Johnson Cook, Tony uses 
his personal reflection to make a social critique; in his case, we must 
stop the military's harassment of gays, an idea he develops skillfully 
in his subsequent paragraphs. 

After establishing that the military has a negative attitude toward 
gays, Tony extends this analysis by discussing briefly an anecdote about 
a gay soldier then using a gay officer's testimony about military ha
rassment that appeared recently in the New York weekly the Village 
Voice. Tony uses these personal testimonies to substantiate the idea 
that gays suffer harassment in the military. However, in the next move
ment of the essay, the solution section, Tony uses a more formal au
thority, "Dr. Gregory Herek, Ph.D. associate research psychologist at 
the University of California at Davis and an authority on heterosexu
als' attitude toward Gays ... " Tony provides some of Dr. Herek's im
pressive credentials because he understands that he will need a pow
erful authority to help him convince the audience that gay harassment 
in the military is wrong and that the situation can and should be 
changed. 

Using authorities to support or advance one's position is a key 
feature of womanist sermons, and the authorities are selected accord
ing to what audience the sermonist is addressing. Taylor Smith, in her 
sermon, uses many academic authorities because she is trying to im
press upon her audience of young women that the damaging main
stream image of beauty is a serious issue not only for them but also 
within the greater society. Johnson Cook, on the other hand, invokes 
more familiar and culturally grounded authorities-Spike Lee, for ex
ample-because her audience is generationally diverse and her con-
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cerns more local- how people treat her and one another within the 
church. However, both sermonists integrate references skillfully, pro
viding students with accessible models for both locating and incorpo
rating source materials. 

In a very effective rhetorical move, Tony develops the solution 
section of his paper by citing Dr. Herek' s testimony before" the House 
Armed [Services] Committee on May 1999," during which he "pro
posed five recommendations for implementing a nondiscriminatory 
policy." Tony quotes Dr. Herek' s recommendations to support his con
tention that gay harassment in the military can be addressed and pos
sibly eradicated: 

(1) Establish clear norms that sexual orientation is irrelevant 
to performing one's duties and that everyone should be judged 
on his or her merits. 2) Eliminate false stereotypes about gay 
men and lesbians through education and sensitivity training 
for all personnel. ... 5) Take a firm and highly publicized stand 
that violence against gay personnel is unacceptable and will 
be punished quickly and severely. Attach added penalties to 
antigay violence perpetrated by military personnel. 

Tony demonstrates that he has control over the sources he uses 
by responding to the recommendations he cites. For example, after the 
fifth recommendation about punishing antigay behavior, Tony offers 
this critique: 

I agree with this statement, but the choice of words is all wrong. 
I feel that we are all the same. Homosexuals don't need any 
special treatment. Violence against anybody should be taken 
seriously. The perpetrators should be punished quickly and 
severely. It doesn't make a difference the color of your skin or 
the person you sleep with. What matters is the loyalty to serve 
and protect the country. 

Tony renders a rather sophisticated analysis of Herek's idea in 
that he is able is to challenge the military's treatment of gays while 
understanding and respecting the idea of unity that is necessary to 
maintain a standing army. This type of complex, hybrid thinking-the 
ability to integrate two seemingly opposing ideas-permeates many 
womanist sermons. Johnson Cook, for example, is able to embrace fam
ily, church, and home, while fighting for liberty for all people, in par
ticular women, within those realms. Taylor Smith is able to embrace 
the idea of human attractiveness, while challenging and dismantling 
those mainstream institutions and attitudes that would tell us only one 
standard of beauty exists. Tony consistently demonstrates integrated 
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thinking in his essay, creating space both for those who support and 
oppose gays in the military to find common ground. 

Using the rhetorical strategy of repetition, a prominent feature of 
womanist sermons that we discussed extensively in class, Tony con
cludes the essay by reinforcing the idea that solving the problem of 
gays in the military can bring Americans closer together, a socially 
aware and activist thought that suggests greater unity through em
bracing difference, a central theme in many womanist sermons: 

Someday ... I hope all of this will be resolved. It takes a lot of 
work on the part of politicians and us to make this happen. 
We have to stand up for the rights of all people. This is a coun
try of freedom. This is a country that has a motto of freedom of 
speech. This is a country with a motto of pursuit of happiness. 
This is a country that has seen many nations rise and fall . This 
is a country of United States. So, why can't this be a country of 
united people? 

Tony's repetition of the "This is a country" phrase makes us more 
aware of the ideas the phrase introduces: "freedom," "freedom of 
speech," "pursuit of happiness," "many nations," "United States," 
"united people." Tony also reinforces the idea of unity, and gay people 
as a part of that unity, by repeating and pairing "United States" with 
"united people." In fact, throughout this paragraph, Tony skillfully 
uses repetition to imply that defending "the rights of all people," in
cluding gays, is woven into the very fabric of our society. Repetition is 
a widely discussed feature of womanist (and black) sermons, so I won't 
revisit those discussions here. However, I will say that both Johnson 
Cook and Taylor Smith utilize repetition in their sermons and this ser
monic feature was intricately explored in the classroom. 

Ending his essay with an inviting but demanding appeal, Tony 
creates a hybrid discourse that utilizes the many rhetorical and critical 
approaches evident in womanist sermons to argue for the inclusion of 
gays and other oppressed peoples in the military and the greater soci
ety. 

The second secular sermon I will analyze, another departure from 
the traditional essay form, exhibits social awareness and heteroglossic 
experimentation, including the use of creative writing. Patricia, an older 
African-American female student who writes fiction, in particular short 
stories and poetry, wanted to write a serious paper about child abuse 
that would allow her to use her creative writing skills. She asked me if 
she could combine creative and critical writing, weaving together a 
fictional story and research writing. I told her that the approach 
sounded interesting, but she had to reveal at some point that the story 
was fictional; and this would take great care and skill. Since we had 
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read and discussed sermons that privileged the personal, Patricia 
wanted to use a more personal voice in her paper but with a degree of 
detachment or safety. Creating a fictional persona helped Patricia to 
move from the personal or subjective to a more general, objective posi
tion within the same text as she discussed the sensitive issue of sexual 
child abuse. 

Like the sermons we read in class, Patricia's essay exhibits rhe
torical purpose and audience awareness. Patricia begins the essay with 
a traditional narrative structure, taking the audience into a specific time 
in the life of her character, a young African-American boy whom she 
never names. Here Patricia writes about the first time the character is 
abused by a family friend: 

Being naive and not knowing what was happening to me, I 
just cried. He was covering my mouth with his hands so the 
neighbors wouldn't hear me screaming. After the incident, he 
told me that if I ever told anyone he would kill me. I was hor
rified about the fact that this guy told me this in a crude way. 

The abuse event comes in the third paragraph of Patricia's essay, 
after which she interrupts the narrative to discuss the problems of abuse 
in our society, a discussion that identifies both the severity and preva
lence of this crime in our society: 

According to my research, child sexual abuse is more com
mon than what society portrays it to be. One out of five boys 
will be sexually abuse in the United States by the age of 18. 
Every child is vulnerable to sexual abuse. Today' s parents must 
face the possibility that someone may hurt or take advantage 
of their child ... .Sexually abused children often do not tell any
one about their experiences because they are too young to put 
into words what has happened .... They often feel confused by 
the attention and feeling accompanying the abuse, are afraid 
no one will believe them or blame themselves and believe the 
abuse is a punishment for being bad .... 

Patricia's essay begins with a powerful narrative but is nicely 
balanced with the analysis of the problem. As in the sermons we read, 
Patricia's essay illustrates rhetorical awareness about how an idea can 
be explored, about what might interest or affect the audience. Like 
Johnson Cook, Patricia begins with a story, but Patricia's story por
trays the very serious consequences of child abuse, which compel us 
to pay attention to her more conventional use of source materials be
cause we understand that real children undergird the research she pre
sents. Although Patricia does not attribute or incorporate outside 
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sources as skillfully as Tony, she does select source material entirely 
relevant to her analysis of the sexual abuse of children. Properly at
tributing sources is a convention that Patricia will learn in time. What 
is important here is that she has demonstrates facility with a far more 
difficult skill-locating and discussing source material that extends or 
supports her major idea. If a student cannot successful execute this 
reading/writing task, then correct citation becomes a moot point. 

. Like Tony, Patricia, influenced by the womanist sermons we ana
lyzed, uses repetition to reinforce the strategy she considers most ef
fective in ending child abuse: parents must listen to or communicate 
with their children. This idea appears in the narrative section- "I re
ally had no [say about] whom my father invited over"; in the analysis 
section- "Listening to children is a very important part in helping a 
child recover from a sexual abuse experience"; in the solution section
"Another approach would be for parents to make children comfort
able about speaking their mind"; and in the conclusion-"[Parents] 
must also create an environment that allows their sons to feel safe talk
ing about sexual abuse or potential abuse they may suffer." Patricia 
repeats the idea of listening to and not silencing children because in 
both the narrative and research sections effective communication ap
pears to be the primary preventive approach. In her rhetorical efforts, 
Patricia is, I believe, supported by her exposure to womanist sermons, 
which provide her forms for shaping ideas and experiences that are 
transformative for both herself and the audience. 

Influenced by their reading, discussing, and writing about 
womanist sermons, both Tony and Patricia produce secular sermons 
that employ linguistic hybridity, critical awareness, integrative intel
lectualism, and rhetorical maturity. Appropriating rhetorical strate
gies, social criticism, and heteroglossic experimentation from womanist 
sermons, students in my developmental writing classes are able to pro
duce critical essays that evidence awareness of audience, research and 
documentation, traditional and non-traditional supporting detail, and 
the relationship between personal struggle and social activism. My stu
dents benefit from reading, analyzing, and responding to womanist 
sermons-intra-cultural rhetoric produced by and directed toward 
people like them- because the sermons situate them at the center of 
forceful rhetoric, where they are encouraged to use all their linguistic 
capabilities, including knowledge of standard English, in the service 
of often radical ideas that are socially, politically, and culturally em
powering. Womanist sermons help my students to connect personally 
with a challenging hybrid discourse that supports their own efforts at 
discoursing with and within the academy. 
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Anmarie Eves-Bowden 

WHAT BASIC WRITERS THINK 

ABOUT WRITING 

ABSTRACT: This article explores basic wn'ting students' current wrihng processes, their 
thoughts on their wn'ting, and their introduch'on to 11 structured wn'ting process model. Find
ings are based on 11 semester-long study and rnclude obseroah'ons of and interoiews with b11Sic 
wn'ting students at Sierra College of Rock!rn, California. Ultimately, the article suggests that 
educators can assist basic wn'ters 1n becoming success.fa/ college writers by introducing them to 
11 structured wn'ting process model while also helprng them to become reflective about their own 
writing processes. 

The following research is based on observations made to discover 
what skills basic writers see themselves as possessing, and how these 
self-perceptions correlate with what skills they need in order to suc
ceed in college English. This project helped me to learn more about 
the students I am teaching, and taught me more about how I can help 
each of my students grow excited about becoming better writers using 
their current writing abilities. 

I surveyed and interviewed basic writing students as well as con
sulted the research already done. I have explored what basic writers 
think of their personal writing process, discussed a cognitive writing 
process theory model with them, and conducted follow-up student 
interviews to see if my students saw themselves as using a structured 
writing process. I wanted to know what my students thought of them
selves as writers and how the current writing process of each might 
limit the ability to succeed on a typical college writing assignment. 

I became interested in this topic when, as a graduate student, I 
was introduced to a writing process model for the first time. It seemed 
strange to me that no one had bothered to show or teach me how to 
follow such a model during my undergraduate years. The model in
cluded aspects of writing I learned on my own through trial and error. 
Since I began teaching, it occurred to me that discussing such a model 
early on in basic composition courses made sense for students who 
did not have as great a love for the written word as I. Why deprive 
students of a model, if that makes the process of writing easier to un
derstand? Those students who struggle often look for assistance out
side of themselves and become frustrated when they cannot find the 
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help they need to succeed. Having a model from which to learn the 
basic steps of a structured writing process may be helpful to many 
basic writing students as well as their instructors. 

What follows is a whirlwind tour through the last 30 years of 
basic writing. It simplifies and compresses for the sake of sticking to 
what seem to me, at least, the highlights. 

In 1972, Donald Murray, urging his colleagues to "Teach Writ
ing as a Process not Product," divided the writing processes into three 
simple stages: prewriting, writing, and rewriting. He acknowledged 
that the amount of time a writer spends in each stage depends on his 
or her personality, work habits, maturity as a person, and the ambi
tiousness of what he or she is trying to say. Writing is not a rigid step
by-step process, but many basic writers see it as such. Since the real 
challenge lies in teaching students to become recursive in their writing 
process steps, Murray suggested that instruction in how to write is 
best achieved less through lecture and more through practice, allow
ing students to focus on writing as a process, not just a product. 

Mina Shaughnessy (1976) agreed that teaching writing as pro
cess rather than product is key, and she stressed, still more emphati
cally, that, contrary to a common misconception that put the burden of 
change on the students, it is in fact teachers who should change to help 
their students. She went on to elaborate a developmental scale used to 
place teachers who are learning to teach in the open-admissions class
room, placing the responsibility of students' education as much on the 
instructor as on the student. Shaughnessy demonstrated that when 
teachers take an interest in their basic writers' instruction in the writ
ing process, when they learn to value as well as demand work from 
their students, basic writers have a better chance of becoming stronger 
writers. 

How basic writing students are educated led Sondra Perl (1979) 
to investigate whether basic writers have a stable composing process 
which they use whenever they are presented with a writing task. She 
found that they did, but it also seemed an impoverished process: sim
ply having a process does not mean that one is a proficient writer. 
Some of Perl's students, not knowing what to write, began by writing 
the essay topic or question out in order to explore it, reflect, and then 
further develop those ideas. Without knowing it, they were using free 
writing and brainstorming, the first steps of a typical writing process. 
Next, Perl observed students' thought processes shifting from thoughts 
about their intentions to the actual words on paper and back again. 
Although students' techniques were underdeveloped, they were com
posing in a recursive manner. Soon after students began composing 
(often too soon), they began editing. Although editing is important, 
many of the students confused rules, had selective perception, and/ or 
failed to take their audience into account. Perl's work stressed the 
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importance of having students become aware of what and how they 
write so they can better implement improvements. 

One such improvement lies in recourse to revision, according to 
Nancy Sommers (1980). She felt some models of the writing process 
directed attention away from revision, making it no more than an af
terthought. During her interviews with them, Sommers found that 
her basic writers availed themselves of four operations in revising: 
deletion; substitution; addition; and reordering of word phrases, sen
tences, and themes. They rarely if ever reconceived the whole piece or 
revised at the level of ideas. Although students were revising, their 
revision took place only on a local level and missed global issues of 
organization, structure, logic, and content. 

As one way to appreciate those larger issues and their signifi
cance, Mike Rose (1983) contended that basic writers need to read more 
in order to write better. He stressed that reading and writing are inti
mately connected in ways we are only beginning to understand. And 
understanding their connection can become part of a holistic teaching 
approach, one that views composition as a process of thinking, learn
ing, reading, and writing. As Rose would have it, writing to a varied 
audience should play a central role in teaching basic writers how to 
produce coherent texts. Many basic writers have not had the opportu
nity to read and/ or write academic discourse extensively in an aca
demic discourse community. Rose suggested determining the organi
zational patterns required by basic writing students and then teaching 
these patterns through reading as well as writing, a holistic approach 
to teaching that should help basic writers learn to write more profi
ciently. Rose's article was notable in his suggestion that basic writers' 
writing processes are unpracticed and in need of organization and struc
ture. 

Patricia Bizzell (1990) went so far as to suggest that basic writing 
students' thinking processes need as much remediation as their writ
ing. For her, the teaching task at hand is not only to convey informa
tion but to transform students' world views, particularly by reconsid
ering the relationship between thought and language. According to 
Bizzell, teachers of basic writers need to have the ambition to teach 
them how to think, to help them become not just better writers and 
better students but better people. 

In some ways reminiscent of Rose, Marcia Dickson (1995) urged 
teaching basic writers to become more academic by teaching reading 
and writing as corresponding processes. The goal, as she saw it, was 
not correcting the organization problems or surface errors but instead 
deciphering why students make the writing choices they do and then 
linking those to reading assignments which help them master form as 
well as content. Feeling that basic writers tend to write about what 
they know and, unlike advanced writers, do not write to come to an 
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understanding of their topic, Dickson saw another reason to imple
ment holistic teaching: because it fosters a higher learning. And en
couraging basic writing students to learn why they write the way they 
do is the first step in helping them to think reflectively about their 
writing process. 

Another important step, according to Maxine Hairston (1997), is 
teaching basic writers strong communication skills. Hairston believes 
writing is the heart of every college education, and she believes writ
ing is so important because everyone uses writing to learn and think 
about communication. For Hairston, the way to teach writing skills is 
to use a process-oriented, low-risk, student-centered classroom where 
the emphasis is on communicating in writing. 

The last 30 years have taught us much about teaching basic writ
ers, and I am quite aware that none of the foregoing is news to this 
readership. What interests me is that much of it was news to me not so 
very long ago, and the summary or overview I have just provided was 
something I could communicate to the basic writers I was teaching in 
hopes that they would benefit from it. My first step was to take 
Shaughnessy's advice and make an educator-based change in order to 
better teach basic writers. I resolved to teach writing as both a process 
and a product, and especially to model the writing process for my stu
dents. I chose Flower and Hayes' Cognitive Writing Process model 
(1981) as a teaching tool because they have given wonderfully simple 
yet rich expression to the embedded elements of writing (see Appen
dix A). Flower and Hayes have made changes in their articulation of 
the writing process since 1981, but I am using this older model because 
each box in their diagram lists steps needed to help basic writers along 
in their process. The very notion of the writing process as an orderly 
progression of steps has its problems (ones Flower and Hayes came to 
address), but it also has its virtues in this context. I was using the model 
not as a description of reality but as a teaching tool. And using this 
model as a teaching tool seemed, by its almost programmatic nature, 
to keep basic writers from becoming frustrated while it still empha
sized revision and recursiveness, content and method. The model also 
acknowledges that personal writing goals will evolve as the paper is 
written. My lesson plan included using this model in conjunction with 
practice writing each day. 

Organizational Plan 

Learning the reasons behind basic writers' frustrations should be 
an integral part of becoming a successful instructor. To this end, I 
investigated my basic writers' composing processes as well as their 
sense of themselves as writers. Using the findings from my research, I 
resolved to restructure my classes and create lesson plans which draw 
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on their sense of self and further their understanding of their personal 
writing process. 

My observations began with the investigation of whether or not 
the basic writers in my English 1-A class at Sierra Community College 
think they are good writers as well as how they think about their writ
ing process. My hypothesis was that, like me, they too had never been 
introduced to a formal writing process model and that introducing 
them to one would have a positive impact on them as writers and how 
they thought of themselves as writers. 

I introduced my students to Flower and Hayes' Cognitive Writ
ing Process model after my first set of interviews in order to get a solid 
before-and-after sense in each student's case. I sought to find out what 
my basic writers thought the writing process was (as they experienced 
it) and then if the Flower and Hayes model helped them to write. 

Field Study Findings Report Summary 

My research covered a five-week period and included the basic 
writers in my English 1-A class at Sierra Community College. I began 
by selecting seven whom I deemed good or typical examples of basic 
writers based on their disorganized and unacademic writing, lack of 
basic fluency, and use of dialects and slang in place of Standard Writ
ten English. None of these students were former ESL placements ac
cording to their interviews. I have changed the students' names to 
preserve their anonymity. 

My preconceived notions of these basic writers regarding their 
writing ability and sense of self were based on the readings of case 
studies only. The case studies suggested that basic writers can pro
duce writing based on personal experiences but that they do not use a 
structured writing process model, practice editing or revision, or feel 
writing to be important as communication. I imagined that they felt 
somewhat insecure about themselves as writers, yet were willing to 
try. My observations and interviews led to some rethinking of my 
preliminary assumptions. 

My survey (see Appendix B) and in-class interviews produced 
interesting results. My survey prompted students to discuss their writ
ing process or lack thereof. The point of asking my students to de
scribe their writing process was to help me initiate a sequence of in
struction which allowed them to put their writing situation into their 
own terms, then to become part of the learning process and implement 
positive changes to their own personalized style of writing. Their an
swers indicated that each did have a writing process, but also that it 
was not complex or structured. They acknowledged very few steps in 
a writing process I can describe generally as mostly consisting of pick
ing a topic from the assignment sheet, reading parts of the assigned 
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homework, and producing some writing on that basis, which might or 
might not be proofread (much less revised) . The answers I received on 
the first prompt on the survey(" discuss your writing process"), ranged 
from: "I don't really have a structured process" (Cunn), to "My pro
cess changes with every paper" (Thompson), to "My process is fairly 
loose" (Sarzefhed). Some of the other comments students made in 
answering the survey included idea generation after writing an intro
ductory paragraph, and writing down important points btforeconduct
ing any research. 

The students' answers to my initial survey questions led me to 
more questions instead of the answers I was looking for, so I conducted 
individual personal student interviews. During the one-on-one inter
views, I asked each student to discuss his or her composing process. 
Most told me that they felt they had nothing to say on an assigned 
topic and/ or that they did not know what they thought on a particular 
subject and that is why they were having trouble composing. During 
the personal interviews I also discussed recursive resource viewing, 
which I defined as rereading the assigned homework, looking over 
notes, and reviewing outside resources. The general consensus the 
students expressed was that they rarely looked back over their resources 
to help themselves write and did not know why - they just never 
thought about doing so. Very few students mentioned revision, proof
reading or editing of any kind, and those that did told me they did 
little of it because they were under a lot of personal time constraints 
(everything from work to family issues to other classes' homework); 
revising seemed to them an inefficient use of time, justified only if some
thing was seriously wrong and needed correcting. I found the per
sonal interviews very helpful; they encouraged me to open class dis
cussion to strategies for idea generation, composition, and revision. 

To provide an overview of all three, I presented the class with 
the Flower and Hayes Cognitive Writing Process model. I chose this 
particular model because of its easy-to-follow diagram and simple ex
planations of each recursive step. After giving the diagram to each 
student, I led a discussion on how my students could better imple
ment such a process in their own writing. After the discussion, my 
students admitted they had never been taught a writing process be
fore but understood the point of using one. They were also inspired to 
do an analysis of their personal writing processes. My students real
ized they were already using a writing process, so implementing a few 
more steps and a sense of structuring the whole would not be a diffi
cult way to quickly improve their writing. They also recognized that 
the more steps they used, the easier it would be to propel themselves 
through the writing of their next essay, on gender roles (see Appendix 
C). The students seemed interested in the model and unusually inter
ested in participating in the discussion - everyone participated. Group 
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discussion of a model of the writing process felt helpful and educa
tional for all of us. 

This by no means meant that all our problems were solved. De
spite all they had just discovered in the class discussion, my students, 
despite their professed insecurities and uncertainties, were also overly 
confident when it came to discussing what they thought of themselves 
as writers. As one (O'Brian) insisted, "I know what works best for me, 
I just have to do it." Most of my students, when asked to rate them
selves (see Appendix D) as writers on a scale cif one to ten (with ten on 
the high end and one on the low end), rated themselves a better-than
average six. The statements they made when asked to justify these 
positive self-assessments included "I'm a pretty decent writer" (Cunn), 
"I still need work touching up transitions" (Cortez), "I feel my subject 
matter is good and my derection [sic] and appion [sic] are clear" 
(Donnelly), "I feel I have improved greatly" (Thompson), "I'm not ex
cellent and I'm not horrible" (Parson), "My writing varies due mostly 
to grammar and spelling errors" (Sarzefhed), and "I would rate myself 
a six ... but I will become better and hopefully become a ten in the 
future" (Barson). These remarks give further insight into the compos
ing processes of each student. There is the sense that not failing is a 
form of success, that practice makes perfect, that a little more effort 
and application is all they need. The following gives a further explana
tion of each student's current life position and academic standing. 

Monica Cortez, a 37-year-old single mother of twin eight-year
olds, is a re-entry student. She took English A (required initial place
ment for weaker writers) as her prerequisite for English 1-A. Accord
ing to the survey she filled out, Cortez believes her writing process 
consists of reading the assigrunent, gathering data, free writing, a day 
of rest, rough draft, peer review, and final draft. During our inter
view, she said she makes careless mistakes with her "works cited" page, 
but other than that, says she knows what she is doing. In the second 
survey, she rated herself a seven saying she is able to get her point 
across in a way that is easy to follow. As a reader of that writing, 
however, I sense she needs help with a much wider range of problems 
than she acknowledges in her self-assessment: under-developed para
graphs, no conclusions, recurring mistakes (and not just with "works 
cited"), no introductions to or analysis of quotations, comma issues, 
no parenthetical citations, contraction issues, and trouble following 
assignment instructions. Something like Flower and Hayes' model 
should help her address many of these issues by unpacking what is 
involved in writing, helping her to be more thoughtful and recursive 
in her composing as well as to practice editing. 

Lily Cunn, a 19-year-old who also took English A as her prereq
uisite for English 1-A, said her personal writing process has no struc
ture and that her routine changes with every essay. However, she 
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promised that, for the next assignment, she would start with reading 
the assignment, then do some freewriting before a rough draft. After a 
peer review, she said she would begin her final draft. During our in
terview, she said she often has trouble starting her papers. A problem 
she stressed was her sense that each sentence has to be perfect before 
she moves onto the next. She rated herself a six saying her writing is 
"pretty decent." But she seems to be one of those writers who has de
cided, without really testing the assumption, that her writing is as good 
as it could be if only she tried harder - as if knowing what she should 
do was tantamount to getting it done. As her teacher, I cannot help 
but see she does not take care in her reading and does no editing, re
viewing, or revising; the result is characterized by misused quotes, no 
analysis or elaboration of the quotations she used, over-generalizations, 
a lack of transitions between paragraphs, and no source attribution. 
Comments focusing on these particulars may well reinforce her sense 
that she is just not trying hard enough, that more effort and applica
tion will make all the difference. If, as she seems to believe, there's a 
way if only there's the will, the Flower and Hayes model should help 
her to see that there are more steps along the way than she has taken 
into account, that conscientious application on her part will require 
more than just more (and mere) conscientiousness. 

Colleen O'Brian, another late teen (in this case, an 18-year-old) 
who took English A as her prerequisite for English 1-A, said her per
sonal writing process usually begins with her introductory paragraph, 
which she writes immediately after class the day the assignment is 
given. Next, she brainstorms and writes a thesis. Then, she writes down 
some issues she thinks will make good paragraphs. She said her next 
"step" is procrastination, leaving her with an introduction and not much 
more. She rated herself a six saying she knows what works best for 
her, she just has to do it. My own diagnosis is that her present writing 
process is not just troubled by a lack of follow-through. She seems to 
have a sense of process that is not guided by goals for her writing; it is 
certainly true (and she acknowledges) that she has problems complet
ing assignments as well as citing quotes; she also has subject/verb 
agreement issues, careless possessive usage, comma splices, and er
ror-filled "works cited" pages. While she seems to have a more struc
tured process (or at least the start of a process) than other students I 
interviewed, I believe the Flower and Hayes model should also help 
her, not least of all by helping her to feel more purposive about her 
writing so that she can forge ahead where she has formerly stalled out. 

Derek Barson, an 18-year-old who tested into English 1-A as his 
prerequisite, said his. personal writing process begins by discussing 
his assignment with others. He then said he draws up an outline from 
which he eventually (often over a space of some days) types up a rough 
draft. After running it through a spell-checker, he makes that his final 
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draft. In our interview, he told me he received straight As in English 
in high school, yet he rated himself a six because he felt he was only an 
average writer. My sense is that he has difficulty in mastering a typi
cal college writing assignment because his writing process basically 
stops with idea generation (though he does write that up); there's a 
lack of reviewing, evaluating and revising that results in the lack of a 
thesis, little or no analysis of quotations, lapses in logic, and lapses 
into slang. For a writer like Barson, the Flower and Hayes model could 
suggest another path besides the straight and narrow (and short, par
ticularly abridged in the move from rough to final draft), showing him 
the way to be genuinely recursive, not just coming up with things to 
say but actually taking a thoughtful second look at what he comes up 
with, so that he comes to revise as well as practice editing more regu
larly. 

Adam Sarzefhed, a 19-year-old who tested into English 1-A as 
his prerequisite, said his personal writing process is fairly loose. He 
starts with an idea or opinion, researches it and then begins writing. 
He said he generally revises his papers but had not been doing so lately 
because of his busy schedule. During our interview, he told me he 
recently started a new job which kept him late, after closing hours, and 
often made him late to our 6:30p.m. class. This new job was affecting 
not only his revision time, but his writing time as well. He also told 
me he believes a good writing process makes for a more enjoyable pa
per. He rated himself a six due mostly to grammatical and spelling 
errors. I had already noted his lack of development, transitions, and 
revision and guessed the problem was either laziness or time con
straints. The Flower and Hayes model would not give a student writer 
like Sarzefhed more time, but it could help him manage his time more 
efficiently, structuring his process so that he does not need long 
stretches of time to do effective writing and revision. 

Tyler Thompson, an 18-year-old attending my class directly from 
high school, did not take prerequisite course but was instead a self
placement, which is allowed at Sierra Community College. Thompson 
insisted he was capable of handling the course. In our interview, he 
told me that he earned straight As in high school English. He said his 
personal writing process began with him thinking about the topic un
til he came up with some good ideas; he would then write a thesis 
sentence. Next, he said, he did some research and then carefully orga
nized his paper. He assured me he would reread his paper in its en
tirety before printing out a final draft, and he also said he prefers to let 
a day pass before rereading the paper again and turning it in. Though 
he rated himself a six, he said that he had improved greatly during the 
semester and learned a lot from the peer reviews. If that sounds a bit 
odd or contradictory, it is worth noting that he also had difficulty earn-
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ing a passing grade. Thompson is a classic case of someone who can 
talk the talk but not walk the walk: he knows (or can at least rehearse) 
the steps of a writing process but he does not actually take the steps; 
his papers typically lack a thesis, sources, quotations and analysis; lan
guage and logic are so inconsistent it is hard to believe that he engages 
in editing, much less revision. I believe the Flower and Hayes model 
could help someone like him greatly if he could just experience the 
steps, not just recite them. More than any other, he was a student who 
made me want to get students not just to describe but to document the 
writing process they engaged in. 

Jennifer Parson, an 18-year-old who took English A as her pre
requisite for English 1-A, described her personal writing process as 
picking a topic, beginning research, creating a brief outline and rough 
thesis statement. (Like Thompson, who said he came up with good 
ideas and then a thesis statement, she was one of several students for 
whom a thesis statement could seem to come after rather than before 
deciding what to write and how to organize it.) Once she had an out
line, she selected quotations to fill in the blanks of her outline. (She 
was not the only student who, when interviewed, seemed to see writ
ing as an exercise in organizing what other people said more than what 
she might say.) In our interview, she told me that math and science are 
her favorite subjects and she hopes to be a marine biologist, but she 
understands the importance of learning to write well. She rated her
self a five saying she is an average writer, not excellent and not hor
rible. She struck me as a conscientious worker, steady and determined, 
for whom a model of the writing process might offer a way of taking 
ownership of her work, making her writing something she did to com
municate, not just to demonstrate organizing skills - not least of all 
because such ownership would probably make her more careful about 
language issues and genuine analysis. 

It is difficult to make generalizations about all basic writers based 
purely on the aforementioned students. However, I suspect other teach
ers have some sense that they have met such students before. If it is not 
possible to define the typical basic writing student, it is certainly pos
sible to see some students and their behaviors as typical of basic writ
ing students. There are recurring patterns and traits. I can say of my 
basic writing students that they are by turns insecure and overconfi
dent, rather uninterested in writing and inconsistent in how they ap
ply themselves to composing, naive about and ah;o inattentive to the 
demands of academia (especially issues of language use, citation, and 
analysis), and see their writing process as having little room for im
provement. It is this last trait that especially interests and concerns 
me. Though my basic writers show significant differences among them
selves, they seem to see the process of writing as almost inconsequen-
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tial. Writing well, for them, seems a combination of ability and appli
cation. You are either good or not, and if you are not good enough, 
your one hope is to try harder. But they must suspect, as I do, that 
mere effort will not solve all their problems, will not move them past 
performance barriers they have hit before. And so they hold back. 
Really trying hard, really showing interest, would also prove that the 
ability just was not there, or so they believe. Acting uninterested or 
uncommitted leaves this unresolved. 

Basic writers' general lack of interest in writing has prompted 
researchers to observe them in great detail. Sally Barr Reagan (1991) is 
one such researcher interested in the thoughts and actions of basic 
writers. Her case study of Javier describes a basic writer with low self
esteem, fear of failure, and resentment. His writing process is slow 
and arduous. He becomes easily discouraged and puts forth little ef
fort if the paper subject is not personally interesting. Javier shares many 
issues with my basic writers when writing processes are compared. 
Vivian Zamel (1990) is another researcher whose case studies described 
basic writing students similar to the students I taught. She finds her 
students are overconfident but not overly interested. Zamel' s students 
share similar writing process conflicts with my basic writers, mainly 
in the areas of free writing or idea generation and revision. 

Attending to my students, as well as the students of Reagan and 
Zamel, I can hear the common themes that crystallize the basic writer's 
uncertainty and frustration with the process of writing each paper. The 
way these basic writers perceive themselves and their experiences helps 
to explain their written and verbal comments during both interviews 
as well as graded assignments. Though the above case studies should 
not lead to wide-ranging generalizations about basic writing students, 
they do suggest the need for further examination of basic writers and 
their writing processes, not least of all the strategy of getting basic writ
ers to examine their own writing processes critically and consider 
models of more fully developed processes as means of improving. 

Field Study Findings Analysis 

Findings from case studies such as those just mentioned are not 
meant to be universal; after all, they are tied to the experiences of indi
vidual students in the context of particular instructional settings. At 
the same time, however, such studies are illuminating because they 
reveal the way classroom events impact students and shape their ex
periences. For precisely that reason, students need to explore their be
liefs, expectations, and perspectives, and this exploration needs to be 
structured. When these things are kept in mind, students and teachers 
are likely to realize the discrepancies between each others' intentions 
and goals and come to an advantageous middle ground about what 
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constructive learning consists in. 
Learning about basic writers for me began with my experience of 

teaching English 1-A at Sierra Community College. My students had 
trouble writing because they had difficulty connecting with the assigned 
topic; they thought they had nothing to say; they were unaccustomed 
to expressing their opinions in formal ways or even thinking their opin
ions important. Small wonder, then, that they became stressed-out 
when faced with the challenge of writing a paper. Exhorting them 
simply to try harder would do little more than increase their anxiety, 
though they also saw trying harder as their one chance of showing 
improvement. 

The hope, for me and my students, lay not in raising the stakes 
but unpacking the process. My interviews and their self-descriptions 
revealed two critical and connected facts: my students are inattentive 
to and uninformed about the writing process, and yet, despite their 
inattention to the process they use to write, they are using one. They 
can describe it if pressed and even see it as a process they can enrich or 
improve with some assistance. Students learn by doing and then ex
tracting principles from their activity. Inexperienced with analysis and 
critical thinking as well as writing, they needed to apply these cogni
tive skills to their own development as writers. We know that students 
will be better able to learn when faced with their own writing, but they 
need practice in analyzing, generalizing, and abstracting as applied to 
their own and each other's writing, to discuss, give, and receive con
structive criticism as well as revise their ideas and the ideas of others. 
A part of this is introducing them to the concept of a writing process as 
something that is both unique to them, variable with each assignment, 
and yet explicable in general terms, shared by others, existing in richer 
as well as more impoverished forms. And I found, probably more 
than they did, that there is a large step between discussion and imple
mentation, especially for those new to the concept (as I myself once 
was). 

Because having a strong writing process is important for basic 
writers, the need for some sort of structure is often erroneously filled 
with formulas for writing, such as the five-paragraph format. How
ever, effective structure is also available through the use of a simple 
writing process, one that provides much more flexibility and room for 
growth than any formulaic approach. As I said, I came to the conclu
sion that integrating such a process into teaching could easily begin 
with the Flower and Hayes flow chart since the Flower and Hayes 
model was fairly easy for basic writers to follow yet did emphasize 
recursiveness, giving basic writers more structure but also more com
plexity, not just in organizing their essay, but in organizing their whole 
approach to it. 
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Implications and Suggestions for Teaching 

After analyzing my research, I have come to the conclusion that 
basic writers do not think in fundamentally different ways than ad
vanced writers do. Nor do they simply lack the skills to write. In a 
sense, what they lack most of all is the experience of a successful com
position, not as a paper, but as a process, a collection of strategies that 
allows them to produce effective writing, the kind that earns high 
grades and positive reinforcement. Nothing succeeds like success, in 
other words, but success of this kind is not easy to foster. Encouraging 
basic writers to learn the skills and strategies that make for a success
ful composing process as well as a successful composition, instructors 
themselves need a collection of skills and strategies. Among them 
should be the assignment of ungraded journals and/ or freewrites, the 
printing or "publishing" of some of their basic writers' writing, and 
the use of a grading rubric for the writing they do grade so students 
know the criteria on which each paper will be scored - criteria that 
suggest successful writing is based on many factors, and is never about 
the presence or absence of any one thing 

Affirming basic writers' skill-building is quite worthwhile, yet 
even more important, I'm convinced, is instruction in the writing pro
cess itself. Too often little attention is given to teaching the actual pro
cess of writing (not the model but the actual process, often a secret 
process) while much attention is given to viewing (and drawing con
clusions from) the product of that largely unknown and unexamined 
process. Given, as readings, nothing but final products, students are 
expected to produce such things themselves without knowing how 
such pieces were drafted. As Murray urges, an educator needs to look 
at his or her instruction as teaching a process not just a product, and 
ask how attention to the writing process fits within that, what needs to 
happen so that students will be able to learn how to write more effec
tively. 

That is a real challenge, especially since basic writers lack a due 
attention to process, their own as well as others', and models of the 
writing process generally. Instructors should discuss a model of the 
writing process with their class in order to give students a schematic 
sense of how to write, and how successful writers write. Models are 
not the same as reality, which is always messier and more complex, 
necessarily inferred or guessed at in most instances. But models can 
encourage students to realize what fosters effective writing so they 
can come to see their own writing as deliberate and strategic. 

Ultimately, we are speaking not just of the process of writing but 
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the process of thinking. Basic writers also need to discover what they 
think about a particular subject before they can begin writing. Finding 
out what they think can be a difficult task. But it is not an impossible 
challenge for an individual student nor something the teacher cannot 
help along. Instructors can assign several types of discovery writing 
as well as group work to stimulate analytical discussion and encour
age students' efforts. Writing, like learning, proceeds from a context 
and that contributes to the making of meaning. 

In the future, I plan to use the skills basic writers already possess 
and the processes they already use to help students improve their writ
ing process as well as their writing products. A lesson plan that would 
do this would introduce the Flower and Hayes writing process model 
early on but would also include class discussion on how the students 
went about their own writing, and each would write about his or her 
own writing process. Having the students share their different pro
cesses could and should produce an illuminating class discussion. Then 
I would want to discuss the Flower and Hayes Cognitive Writing Pro
cess model in some detail, stressing features, perhaps even expressing 
reservations, but certainly giving students a copy of the model to re
view and consider on their own. I would also want to give each stu
dent a grading rubric, not just so they know according to what criteria 
their papers will be scored, but also so they see how these criteria cor
relate with parts of the process. I would want them to see that writing 
well is not a blessing or an accident but is also not a matter of follow
ing rules or formulas. It is the consequence of both structure and flex
ibility, instructor's guidance and student's self-responsibility, aware
ness of models and self-awareness. Modeling the writing process while 
asking my students to examine (and revise) their own processes al
lows me this possibility: to guide but not prescribe, to build on what 
they bring without telling them that the" more" they need to supply is 
not just more effort. 
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Appendix A 

Flower and Hayes' Cognitive Writing Process Model 

TASK ENVIRONMENT 
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Appendix B 

~ 
I 

PLANNING 

I oRGANIZING I 

I GOAL I SETTING 

I 

Writing Process 

SO FAR 

WRITING PROCESSES 

TRANSLATING REVIEWING 

I EVALUATING I 
I REVISING I 

1 1 
MONITOR I 

1. Discuss your writing process (the who, what, where, when, why, 
and how of how you write) and why you think you write the way you 
do (is it helpful, a routine you always follow, a suggestion your dad 
made?). Incorporate a plan for how you will write essay #5 (explain 
how you plan to go about writing essay #5). 

2. A writing process includes the steps followed to complete a writing 
assignment. Do you think the act of using a recursive step-by-step 
writing process would help you to complete a typical paper, why or 
why not? 
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AppendixC 

Essay #5 Prompt 

Choose one and write a well-planned essay in which you: 

Discuss nature vs. nurture and how at least two of the authors 
(Devor, Nelson, Allen, and/ or Tocqueville) would respond to gender 
heredity vs. environmentally dictated gender roles. Then discuss what 
you think and why. 

Discuss whether or not gender roles have changed significantly 
in the last 50 years. ("Pleasantville" might be a good source!) 

AppendixD 

Self Evaluation 

1. Rate how good of a writer you are on a scale from one to ten, with 
ten being the best. 

2. Give a one or two sentence explanation of why you deserve this 
rating. 
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WHAT IS THE FUTURE 

OF BASIC WRITING? 

Trudy Smoke

Writing this at the end of my seventh full "volume year" and for 
what will be the last issue of /BWI edit, I feel as if I am in a different 
world from the one in 1994 when I wen_t for several interviews to be 
chosen as co-editor of the journal. Then I was asked by each new inter
viewer, "What is the future of basic writing?" At that time, I knew of 
the political turmoil that had created the field, but I had no idea that in 
the seven years that I would co-edit /BW, first with Karen Greenberg 
and then with George Otte, the entire field would be transformed - in 
fact, the entire world would be transformed and basic writing would 
only be one small part of that transformation. Perhaps it is because I 
am in New York City and have faced the September 11th tragedy head 
on with students, colleagues, friends, and family, but I feel that I am 
writing from a totally new perspective, almost with new eyes. What 
once mattered so much has taken on even greater meaning: the mis
sion of open admissions to extend access to higher education to a 
broader population in a world of terrorism, war, misunderstanding, 
and mistrust becomes even more critical. For me and many of my 
colleagues, during the days that followed September 11th

, the college 
classroom presented a forum for frightened, overwhelmed students 
and teachers to talk and write about what had happened, what it meant, 
and how we might or should respond as individuals, as members of a 
society, and as a country as a whole. The classroom became a site of 
anger, fear, and ultimately healing, if not always of understanding in a 
world turned upside down. 

The sense of global upheaval has been exacerbated by local 
changes, above all institutional changes within CUNY that mean open 
admissions as it was once envisioned is gone. How do I reconcile my 
belief in the power of education with the realization that the basic writ
ing students with whom I worked for so many years are no longer part 
of the senior college environment in the CUNY system, the system in 
which I have spent most of my professional life? This is a difficult 
task. Preparing to step down from my editing position at /BW, I have 
decided to look at the journal itself to see if it can provide some an
swers and some hope for me. I thought that I would review the past 
seven years for you as well, the readers I have always respected and 
have gotten to know over the years. 
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When Karen and I first took over the editorship of JBW, we en
tered with some trepidation and enormous awe of the editors who 
had come before us. Most recently it had been Bill Bernhardt and Pe
ter Miller, and before them Lynn Troyka, Sarah D'Eloia, and Mina 
Shaughnessy herself. We knew the journal was the major voice for a 
field of teaching, learning, and scholarship that had only recently gained 
acceptance in the academic world. We entered into our responsibility 
with great pride. Our first issue included some of the best known voices 
in our field at that time: Lynn Z. Bloom, Alan C. Purves, Mary P. 
Sheridan-Rabideau and Gordon Brossell, Joseph Harris, Lee Odell, and 
J. Milton Clark and Carol Peterson Haviland. The essays discussed 
the importance of the naming of the journal, tried to define the stu
dents we teach, and attempted to establish what the place of basic writ
ing was and should be. In that issue, in what has become a seminal 
essay, Harris asked a question on which I have been reflecting ever 
since: "But what if students were viewed ... as dramatizing a problem 
that all of us face- that of finding a place to speak within a discourse 
that does not seem to ignore or leave behind the person you are out
side of it? If this is so, then the job of a student writer [perhaps also of 
writing teacher?] is not to leave one discourse in order to enter an
other, but to take things that are usually kept apart and bring them 
together, to negotiate the gaps and conflicts between several compet
ing discourses" (31). Although Harris's call to create a space to make 
conflicts visible has its own power, to me the task of bringing together 
things that are usually kept apart and negotiating the gaps and con
flicts between them seems especially apt and urgent these days. 

The third and what regretfully turned out to be last issue that 
Karen and I edited together dealt primarily with evaluation and as
sessment, issues that continue to be crucial ones for placement, reten
tion, and mainstreaming of students. In the fall 1996 issue, George 
Otte and I started to co-edit the journal. Along with his vast knowl
edge of the field, George brought his energy and vision to begin the 
transformation of JBWinto the more theoretical and political journal 
that it is today. After paying homage to our extraordinary founder 
with the excerpt from Jane Maher's biography, Mina P. Shaughnessy: 
Her Life and Work, our first issue together featured essays on identity 
and politics in basic writing. We both participated in the CBW-spon
sored workshop on basic writing at the 1997 CCCC in Phoenix entitled 
"Race, Class, and Culture in the Basic Writing Classroom" and were 
honored to be able to publish the essays that emerged from that re
markable day. In that Special Issue of the journal, along with Jeanne 
Gunner (now editor of College English) and Gerri McNenny, Gary Tate, 
Jacqueline Jones Royster, Mary Soliday and Barbara Gleason, and Vic
tor Villanueva, Jr. among others, we published Ira Shor's essay, "Our 
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Apartheid: Writing Instruction and Inequality," in which Shor wrote 
about the Twin Towers of tracking and testing, "towers [which] rose 
from an American foundation of low-spending and hostile-manage
ment directed to non-elite students" (97). Shor accused basic writing 
of undergirding an undemocratic and elitist system as "a containment 
track below freshman camp, a gate below the gate" (94). That issue 
also contained the first cumulative index for JBWfor the full first 15 
volumes from 1975 to 1996. 

In the next issue, Karen Greenberg and Terence Collins responded 
to Shor, reminding him that without basic writing, thousands of stu
dents would not have been admitted to colleges. Moreover, Collins 
with some prescience warned that we must "be careful in how we 
mount educational critique from the left, that in impolitic critique of 
Basic Writing, we risk crawling into bed with the very elements of right 
wing elitism which access programs and many Basic Writing programs 
were founded to counteract" (99). 

I remember feeling torn by the powerful discussion that had en
sued among these three great thinkers in our field. Strangely, though, 
I was left thinking, but what about the students? What do they think? 
How are they affected by this important debate? And then fortuitously, 
Marilyn Sternglass' s remarkable study, Time to Know Them: A Longitu
dinal Study of Writing and Learning at the College Level was published 
and Sternglass was the keynote speaker at the 1998 CUNY Association 
of Writing Supervisors (CAWS) Conference. We immediately ap
proached her to see if she would be willing to revise her keynote speech 
for publication in the Spring 1999 issue of the journal. She agreed and 
along with this inspiring essay, we published in the same issue, for the 
first time in the journal's history, a review of this book (by Daniela 
Liese). In Sternglass's essay, she tells us about Joan, a student who 
had entered City College as a basic writer with a visual disability, fam
ily problems, and little confidence in herself. We are told that "Joan 
wrote her papers at a nightstand in her mother's room where the light
ing was bad, using a blue ball-point pen .. .. She used paper with big 
lines, probably because of her vision problems" (14) . We get to know 
and admire Joan and are delighted to read that after six years Joan 
graduated and found a job as a full-time counselor in a methadone 
clinic where she was earning over $25,000 along with benefits. 
Sternglass brought this student alive and reinforced the life-transform
ing effect of higher education. After acknowledging the threat that 
basic writing and open admissions itself were facing, Sternglass as
serted that the first year of college "should provide the opportunity 
for those students who have been inadequately prepared for the col
lege experience to begin to acquire the skills and knowledge they need 
that will grow as they continue their studies .... Time is on the stu-
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dents' side but they need to be given the requisite time" (20). Yet we 
suspected this was the very thing that they would soon be denied. 
And many of us feared that other students much like Joan would soon 
be denied admission to senior colleges. 

Our next several issues examine what, in the Fall 1998 issue, 
Susanmarie Harrington and Linda Adler-Kassner termed "'The Di
lemma that Still Counts': Basic Writing at a Political Crossroads." In 
that issue, Jeanne Gunner, and Laura Gray-Rosendale as well as 
Harrington and Adler-Kassner critiqued what has become the iconic 
discourse of Mina Shaughnessy- the errors and expectations we asso
ciate as defining points for our basic writers. We ended that issue by 
republishing Shaughnessy's seminal essay, "The Miserable Truth," her 
1975 commentary on "the growing national indifference to open ad
missions" (107). That Fall1998 issue marked the 20th anniversary of 
Shaughnessy's death, yet the extent to which conditions critiqued in 
her past writings (and in this piece in particular) mirrored our present 
seemed uncanny and unsettling. 

Extraordinarily, in light of the political moves to eliminate basic 
writing and therefore basic writers themselves, we continued to re
ceive submissions of essays telling us about basic writing programs 
that were not just surviving but innovating, programs that introduced 
technology (Susan Stan and Terence Collins, Spring 1998; Jeffrey T. 
Grabill, Fall1998; Sibylle Gruber, Spring 1999; Laurie Grohman, Spring 
1999; Judith Mara Kish, Fall2000; Patricia J. McAlexander, Fall 2000), 
moved toward more dialogic/ collaborative approaches (Pamela Gay, 
Spring 1998; Laurie Grobman, Fall1999), brought together high schools 
and colleges (Mary Kary Crouch and Gerri McNenny, Fall2000), taught 
basic writing through literature and through reading (Rosemary 
Winslow and Monica Mische, Fall1996; Mary Hurley Moran, Fall1997; 
Linda Von Bergen, Spring 2001), and looked at ESL basic writers as 
they moved through their college courses (Vivian Zamel, Fall2000). 

We published essays that examined basic writing through the 
perspectives of class (Martha Marina, Fall1997; Candace Spigelman, 
Spring 1998), race and ethnicity (Eleanor Agnew and Margaret 
McLaughlin, Spring 1999; Nathaniel Norment, Jr, Fall 1997; Steve 
Lamos, Fall 2000, Raul Ybarra, Spring 2001), and gender (Beth 
Counihan, Spring 1999; Ann Tabachnikov, Spring 2001; Wendy Ryden, 
Spring 2001). We looked at basic writing from the perspective of those 
teaching the deaf (Ellen Biser, Linda Rubel, & Rose Marie Toscano, 
Spring 1998). And all of this rich analysis is now acquiring a dimen
sion of meta-analysis: we have begun to historicize our field 
(Susanmarie Harrington and Linda Adler-Kassner, Fall 1998; Laura 
Gray-Rosendale, Fall1998, Fall1999). These are but a few of there
markable essays we had had the privilege to publish over the past five 
years. 
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George and I had decided that the Spring 2000 issue of JBWwould 
have to be a very special one to commemorate the new millennium 
and the first twenty-five years of our journal. We invited ten of the 
most important scholars in our field to comment on basic writing at 
this crucial moment. Not knowing how to order these extraordinary 
voices, we decided to present them in alphabetical order and so we 
have: Patricia Bizzell, Terence Collins and Melissa Blum, Keith Gilyard, 
William DeGenaro and Edward M. White, Min-Zhan Lu and Bruce 
Horner, Susan Miller, Deborah Mutnick, Judith Rodby and Tom Fox, 
Ira Shor, and Lynn Quitman Troyka. Arbitrarily or not, then, it is 
Troyka, former editor of JBWherself, who has the last word in that 
issue, and chooses to throw her spotlight on the teachers: "Usually 
unpublished (who has the time given their teaching loads of four or 
even five BW and freshman English-classes a semester?), they are ones 
who, student by student, make life-altering positive differences in the 
lives of students" (120). 

I am reminded of a story about one of those dedicated basic writ
ing teachers. This teacher, Hannah Zilbergeld Gordon, who has taught 
at Hunter College, Queensborough Community College, and Trouro 
College (sometimes all in one semester), ran into a former student in a 
library. The student had a young toddler with her and when Hannah 
asked the child's name, the former student said, "Hannah. I named 
her after you- you changed my life." This is a part of what teaching 
basic writing is about. 

At the beginning of the essay, I referred to Joseph Harris's work, 
and it is probably fitting that I end this essay by circling round to Har
ris once again. It was what he wrote in that first issue, which I had the 
privilege to co-edit, that, in fact, inspired this essay: Harris's idea that 
students dramatize a problem we all face "finding a place to speak 
within a discourse that does not seem to ignore or leave behind the 
person you are outside of it." It may be purely serendipitous that in 
this issue, the last I will co-edit, Harris appears again and that once 
again what he writes affects me profoundly. This time Harris writes, 
" ... my experience has been that for people to work through their intel
lectual disagreements in a serious and sustained way, they need to 
feel at ease with one another-not as members of some abstract, or
ganic, disciplinary community, but simply as interlocutors who have 
agreed to hear each other out at this time and in this place" (5). He 
goes on to insist that "our job is not to initiate students into a discrete 
world we think of ourselves as already inhabiting ... but rather to help 
them find ways to use texts, practices, and ideas we have to offer in 
discussing issues that matter to them." And so it is with JBW we offer 
a forum for ideas and discussion of issues that matter to us and to the 
future of higher education, and in this journal"we have agreed to hear 
each other out at this time and in this place." Through our work, we 
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have committed ourselves to our profession and to our students. I 
have learned much from the seven years that I have spent as a co
editor with the journal. I thank Karen Greenberg and George Otte for 
the wonderful experience of working with them. I leave the journal 
still in George's very able hands and am delighted that he will be co
editing the next issue with Bonne August, a fine scholar and dedicated 
teacher in our field. 
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News and Announcements 

Call for Papers: Reflections on Community-Based Writing Instruc
tion is a new publication intended to provide a forum for scholarship 
on service-learning in college composition courses. The editor invites 
articles (1,000 to 2,500 words) reporting on research, describing, and 
reflecting on curriculum or teaching practices, or exploring the practi
cal, theoretical, political, and ethical implications of community-based 
writing instruction. Reflections will be published three times a year 
and is edited by Barbara Roswell of Goucher College. To submit a pa
per, request more information, or subscribe, contact her at 
broswell@goucher .edu. 

Call for Articles: Written Communication is an international, 
multidisciplinary journal that publishes theory and research in writ
ing from fields including anthropology, English, history, journalism, 
linguistics, psychology, and rhetoric. No worthy topic related to writ
ing is beyond the scope of the journal. For detailed information about 
submissions, please see any recent issue of Written Communication or 
visit the website: www.wisc.edu/ english/ composition/ 
written_communication/Wcwebpg. 
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